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SUMMARY
The paper provides an introduction to, and a broad overview of, the aero-
dynamic ch_.,acteristics of airplanes at high angles of att_nk. The discussion
includes (I) some important fundamental phenomena which determine to a large
extent the aerodynamic charactePistics of airplanes at high angles of attack;
(2) static and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics near the stall; (3) aerody-
namics of the _pln; (4) test techniques used in stall/spin studies; (5) appli-
cations of aerodynamic data to problems in flight dynamics in the stall/spin
area; and (6) the outlook for future research in the area. Stalling and spin-
ning are flight dynamic problems of importance to all aircraft, including
general aviation airplanes, commercial transports, and military airplanes.
The emphasis in the paper, however, is placed on military configurations and
the principal aerodynamic factors which influence tne stability and control of
such vehicles at high angles of attack.
INTRODUCTION
The present paper has been prepared to provide an introduction to, and a
broad overview of, the aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes at high angles
of attack. (See the references contained herein for more detailed information.)
Such aerodynamic inputs are required for analysis of flight dynamic problems
in the high-.angle-of-attack regime, where large-amplitude, nonlinear effects
predominate. The aerodynamic phenomena involved are extremely complex and
generally unpredictable when uxisting theoretical methods are used. This situ-
ation is in marked contrast to the state of the art for low-angle-of-angle con-
ditions, for which the knowledge and understanding of aerodynamics have become
refined to the point that theoretical and semiempirical prediction methods are
now used Poutinely to provide satisfactory estimates of stability derivatives
for subsonic and supersonic flows.
The discussion includes (I) some important fundamental phenomena which
determine to a large extent the aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes at
high angles of attack; (2) static and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics near
the stall; (3) aerodynamics of the spin; (4) test techniques used in stall/spin
studies; (5) applications of aerodynamic data to problems in flight dynamics
I in the stall/spin area; and (6) the outlook for future research in the area.
Sta21ing and spinning are flight dynamic problems of importance to all
aircraft, including general aviation airplanes, commercial transports, and
_ military airp._anes. The emphas_ herein, however, is placed on military con-
_ figurations, and tz,c,uaJ,.,raero:lynamic factors which influence the stability
i and _ontrol of such vehicles at high angles of attack. Shown in figure I isa sketch which depicts the relative range_ of angle cf attack for the cruise,
high-angle-of-attack, stall, and spin flight regimes for a typical Jet fighter.
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Experience has shown that aerodynamic characteristics o£ _i_plane_ at
hJgh-angle-of-attack/stall/spin conditions are extremely n,_r,]_ne_rw._threspect
to static motion variables (angles of attack and sideslip) _n4 dynamic motion
variables (angular rates); and the magnitude and sense :,f,_a4_importa_t param-
eters fluctuate rapidly with small increments of angle of attack, g_ichcharac-
teristics are especially prevalent in the lateral-directional axes, as discuss_
in subsequent sections of this paper. It is shown that these nonlinear effects
are strongly dependent upon complex aerodynamic flow fields and the partlcu]ar
airplane configuration under consideration; as a result the state of the ar_
for theoretical predictions of high-angle-of-attack aerodynam!cs is extremely
poor and in marked contrast to the state of the art for linear derivatives.
Much wind-tunnel testing is therefore required to insure satisfactory behavior
of airplanes at high angles of attack.
SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE
b wing span
c wing chord
mean aerodynamic chord
FD
CD drag coefficient,
qs
FL
CL lift coefficient,
qs
MX
CZ rolling-moment coefficient,
%Sb
_Cz
CZp = -,,,,,---pb
3CZ
C7._ = ----
8CZ
CzB = Bb I
a'2-
Cm pitching-moment coefficient,
2
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Cm,i inertial pitching-moment coefficient
_Cm
Cmq q_
_2--_
8Cm
Cm_ =
2V _-
MZ
Cn yawlng-moment coefficient,
q_Sb
_Cn
Cnr rb
2V
_Cn
Cn8 _8
Iz
- --Cz8 sinCnS,dyn = Cn8 Ix
_Cn
Cn_ =--_
_2-_
Side force per unit length
Cy sectional side-force coefficient, V2
bP--
2
Side-force coefficient
Cy side-force coefficient, q_S
I
CYr : rb
_Cy
i CY8 B8 OmG_AL_G_'_S
!
3
!
f
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FD drag force
FL llft force
g acceleration due to g_avity
it horizontal-tail irlcidence
Ix,l Z moments of inertia about X and Z body axes, respectively
model length
m mass
M Mach number
MX rolling moment
My pitching moment
MZ yawing moment
N model-to-airplane scale ratio
p,q,r roll, pitch, and yaw rates, respectivel:{
qv dynamic pressure at vertical tail
q_ free-stream dynamic pressure
R Reynolds number
S wing area
TI/2 time to damp to half-amplitude
V free-stream velocity
w component of resultant velocity V along Z body axis
W weight
X,Y,Z body reference axes
a angle of attack
B angle of sideslip
6a aileron deflection
6h horizontal-tail deflection
4
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_r rudder deflection
£ angle of downwash
A wing-sweep angle
_b relative-density coefficient
kinematic viscosity
vo kinematic viscosity at sea level
p air density
Po air density at sea level
P
Do
¢ roll angle
yaw angle
resultant angular velocity
Nomenclature:
stall angle of attack value of u for maximum usable lift
post-stall flight regime at a greater than stall
departure uncommanded event resulting in complete loss of
control
coupling interaction bet.een longitudinal and lateral- '
directional axes
post-stall gyration uncontrolled, nonperiodic motions above stall e
spin sustained, periodic motions above stall a
I pitch-up aperiodic increase in e due to static instability
wing rock periodic, l_mit-cycle roll oscillations
directional divergence (nose slice) aperiodic divergence in yaw due to
lateral-directional instability
deep stall out of control condition at a greater than stal]_
with no significant motions other than high rate
of descent
5
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FUNDAMENTALS
In order to more fully appreciate and understand the unusual aerodynamic_
characteristics and flight dynamics of airplanes at high ang]en of attack, the
reader should be aware of some fundamental physical phenomena and nomenclature
associated with this flight regime. As indicated in figures 2 and 3, the flow
conditions at high angles of attack are extremely complex and involve l._rgc
regions of stalled flow, low-energy wakes from stalled surfaces, strong vortex
flows, and aerodynamic interference between various components of the airframe.
Basically, it is this poorly defined flow field which produces the strong non-
linear effects discussed subsequently. It is shown that such flows can have
I a marked adverse effect on the contributions of the tail surfaces to stability ,,-.
and control, the result being that sudden and complete loss of control and
inadvertent spins occur. Additional complicating factors such as aerodynamic
! hysteresis and time lags in flow reattachment further complicate the situation.
It can be appreciated that the foregoing characteristics tend to be con-
figuration dependent; and indeed, the relative importance of certain aerody-
namic parameters at high argles of attack has varied through the years with
the evolution of airplane configurations (ref. I). Figure 4 shows the general
evolution in fighter design since World War II. For straight-wing propeller-
driven fighters of World War II, a relatively large tail length was typical,
and as a result most designs remained longitudinally and directionally stable
at the stall. The critical airplane characteristics at high angles of attack
were reflected primarily in roll by the stalling and autorotative properties
of the unswept wing. Also, these designs have relatively good spin and spin-
recovery characteristics. In contrast to this situation, today's jet fighters
characteristically utilize a close-coupled, swept-wing design with aft engines
and a relatively long, pointed fuselage forebody. Such features tend to pro-
mote loss of directional stability and rudder effectiveness at the stall,
longitudinal instability, and generally poor spin recovery. In short, the
major' factors and airframe components which influence high-angle-of-attack
behavior of fighters have changed from essentially the wing (for the older
designs) to the entire configuration (for current designs). As a result,
analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of current fighters is much more compli-
cated, and very few generalities can be made.
L
F_.. background purposes, some nomenclature commonly used in this research
area is presented in "Symbols and Nomenclature."
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS NEAR STALL
I Longitudinal
Pitch-up.- In a broad sense, propeller-driven fighters of World War !I
experienced few longitudinal stability problems at high angles of attack. How-
ever, the evolution of swept-wing designs with close-coupled tail surfaces
resulted in some designs with extremely nonlinear aerodynamic pitching momc_ts
at high angles of attack. The phenomena involved loss of stability and control
6
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at high ang]es of attack and resulted in pitch-up and severe operational con-
straints and safety hazards.
Considerab]e research has been directed at studies of pitch-up of a_Ir-
planes. (See refs. 2 to 10, e.g.) Early research showed that depend lag o_
wing geometry and tail location, the pitching moment tn_y in some cases break
either nose up or nose down at the stall. I_ is d_sirable, of course, to have
it break nose down, in order to produce a recovering tendency and to reduce the
likelihood of severe loss of lift and control. If the break in pitching moment
is nose up, very quick control action is needed to prevent a sharp pitch-up,
which could lead to complete stall and potential spin entry.
The aspect ratio and sweep of the wing are especially important in deter-
mining whether pitch-up will exist at high angles of attack. The connection
between these two factors _as first drawn Zn reference 2, which presented a
chart dividing unctable wings (pitch-up) from stable oqes on the basis of aspect
ratio and sweep. This chart is reproduce_ here as figure 5. The favorable
effect of low aspect ratio is shown as well as one unfavorable effect of sweep-
back. The latter is due to the spanwise flow of the boundary layer and upwash
at the tips, which encourage separation from the tips.
As illustrated in figure 6, tails contribute significantly to pitching-
moment nonlinearity at high lift coefficient. This is primarily due to the
approach toward or departure from the wing wake by the tail as angle of attack
changes. A high tail normally approaches the wake at high lift coefficient,
and this, of course, increases d¢/d_ as CL increases. Tip stalling on
swept wings enforces this trend by shifting load inboard - in effect reducing
aspuet ratio - and by raising the tip vortices, causing closer approach of the
tall Bnd the vortex wake. All these effects increase d_/d_ with increasing
CL; the tail contribution to stability is thereby reduced and pitch-up at
high CL occurs as a result. The problem is further aggravated by loss of
dynamic pressure at the tail from impingement on the tail of the wake from the
stalled wing. In contrast, the low tail exits the vortex wake of the wing
as _ increases and enters a region of ]ower dc/d_. This stabilizlng influ-
ence tends to offset the pitch-up tendencies arising from other sources.
_lthough certain swept-wing airplanes have been plagued with sharp
decreases of stability at hig_ lift coefficient due to these effects, it is
usually possible to straighten out the Cm versus CL curves and to control
pitch-up by proper tail location, as illustrated in figure 6.
I The problem of pitch-up becomes even more severe for h_ghly swept arrow-
wing configurations. For examFle, a recent low-speed wiLd-tunnel study
(ref. 11) of a supersonic cruise vehicle employing the highly swept arrow wing
has shown that the angle of attack at which pitch-up occurs can be unacceptably
low. Figure 7 shows the low-speed longitudinal stability characteristics of
a model of the arrow-wing configuration. Preliminary studies of the basic co_-
figuration showed that pitch-up occurred at angles of attack of ovly about 3° .
On the basis of wind-tunnel experience obtained wit)_ earlier supe:_son_c cruise
configurations, the configuration was modified to incorporate w_ng lead_ng-edge
f1_.ipsand Krueger flaps; in addition, the sweep of the outboard wing panels was
7
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ireduced witho_t sevex'¢_. de_radatiQn of :]up_]r:w_n_e p¢,r,form:_r_o_,. The, l_v_dif'l_,d
eonf:l._uratlon exhibl.ted a t:In_:ar, :]tab]c _ variation of pltc, hirl_-mom_,nt ,.o,'f'fi-
eJent with anl;le oi'attack up t,o _ : IB°, which 1:_well beyond l,h(()p¢:r,;_tir;rlal
envelope of such a vehle].e.
The physical flow phenomenon rcsponsLb]e for.the plteh-up i:_sh(_wn in
figure 8 for e : 6° . For' the basic configuration, the (_xi:Jtenc(,of the wing
apex vortices and re_ions of separated flow un the outboard wing panels Js
evident, In contrast to this flow situation, the photograph for the modified
configuration shows that deflecting the wing leading-edge flaps delayed the _.
formation of the vortex flow and that reducing the sweep of the outbo[,rd wing
panel and employing the Krueger flap eliminated the regions of separated flow
on the outer wing.
Deep stall.- One of the most significant flight d_namic problems related
to nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics at high angles of attack
! is the phenomenon known as deep stall. For a number of years, Jet fighter air-
planes with high horizontal tails have been in use by the armed forces of the
United States and other countries, Several of these airplanes have displayed
undeslrable pitch-up tendencies that have been studied in some detail, as for
example, in reference 12. More recently, several T-tail transport designs with
engines mounted on the aft end of the fuselage have exhibited a tendency to
pitch up into what has been called a deep stall. This is a stall continuing
to extremely high angles of attack and from which recovery is difficult or
impossible.
The problem is illustrated in figure 9. Immersion of the horizontal tail
into the combined wake of the wing, engines, and fuselage occurs at an angle
of attack greater than the wing stall angle. At the point where the tail has
become immersed in the wake, the wing flow has progressed to a well-developed
separation. The net effect is to produce a nonlinear variation of pitching
moment with angle of attack that has two ranges of stable trim points, the
normal range at a low angle of attack and another range at higher angles of
attack, as shown Jn figure 10. Also shown in figure 10 are the increments of
pitching moment produced by full nose-up and full nose-down elevator inputs.
The data show that the effectiveness of the elevator decreases markedly at
angles of attack beyond wing stall, as a result of the impingement of' the low-
energy wing wake on the elevators, and that insufficient nose-down control
exists for recovery from the deep-stall trim point.
The impact of the deep-stall characteristics o11 flight motic,ns is shown
by the time histories from a pi]oted-simulator study given in figure 11. On
I this encounter, the pilot used h_s usual recovery technique for conventional
aircraft (pushJng the control co]urea forward). He believed h_ stall recovery
was successful, because the attitude angle came down nearly to [he horizoT_t._]
and the airspeed increased; however, he could not recover from th,,deep-_tal]
trim cond[tion.
Following several crashes of T-tail airplanes, numerous studies_ inc]Lzc]_r_F';.
wind-tunnel, and piloted-simulator investigation:_, have been made of the problem
(refs. 12 to 15). Many of the important factors in deep-stall reeove_.y have
been identit"ied:
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Pitching momttrlL veP2u.q ;lnfr,]o ol' ,qttaok
Conto.r-oF-_P;tvJ ty 10Qat [Oil
Elevator ,._ff_:ctivon_;:m in qta] I
:itabll tzor _l'f_:ctivone:m :in r_t'lll
Thru;_t momorlL
Pitch damp:ln_
Inertia Ln pi.teh
Lateral-dir, eet'Lorlal stabillty
Of even more impol'tanee is the fact that wind-tunnel t_:.','t,:_ have shown that cer,-
rain airframe de:-]ignmodifications can alleviate the problem. Irladdition, thr:
usc of ot-limlting control systems, such as automatic stick-pushers, can be
en.ployed to constrain the maximum obtainable va]ue of angle of attack and
thereby eliminate the pitch-up and attendant deep stall.
The nonlinear longitudinal characteristics listed above cannot be treated
in a quantitative sense except by experience and wind-tunnel tests. Certain
trends have been established, but these data do not suffice for' design. It can
be said, however, that the methods of approach and general understanding of
nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamics at high angles of attack are fairly well
established and significant3y more refincd than those which exist for the
lateral-directional problems which are emphasized in th_ rcmainin_ sections of
this paper.
Lateral Directional
Asymmetric stall.- Historically, the problems of lateral-directional sta-
bility and control at high angles of attack have been much more troublesome
than longitudinal stability problems. The problems involve static and dynamic
. phenomena with extremely complex and nonlinear characteristics.
As noted earlier, aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes with unswept
wings at high angles of attack tend to be predominantly related to character-
istics of the wing itself. Two of the flight dynamic problems exhibited by
such airplanes near or at the stall include asymmetric stall and autorotation.
The results of a combined flight and wind-tunnel study of asymmetrical
stall et_countered for the gene_.al aviation airplane shown in figure 12 are
reported in reference 16. Flight studies of the flying characteristics of the
airplane indicated tl,at as the stall was approached, insufficient rudder power
was available for trim, and a rapid divergence in roll and yaw occurred at the
stall. The conjecture of the pilots who conducted the flight studies was thatthe airplane lost directional stability or rudder effectiveness at the stall.
Studies of the airplane in the Langley full-scale tunnel, however, showed that
, unsymmetrical wing stalling caused out-of-trim rolling and yawing moments of
such a large magnitude that the available control power was insuffLcient to
maintain trim. No loss in effectiveness was found in the controls themselves.
The magnitudes of the asymmetrical roiling and yawing moments as determined in
the wind-tunnel experiments are illustrated by the results shown in figure 13.
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The nature of the ntall progr,_F_;_T1r_n ;tn cIotermin_,d from I'low-viruJa] izutic)n
_tud:ie;] i_ illu:_tr'ated Jn figurc_ 14. LarK, _ ;,r._.;i:_ c)f th,, ],,f'l. wlng ;_r.r, zv_r,n to
evident near the rc_c)t of the, rlKhl, willg. 'l'hi:_ un:lymm,,trioal :_t;_ll did n_l.
occur w:i th t;ll_] pr'opel 1_:l':_ r'_,mc)w,d _r' i rl l.h_, I oc_k,,d c)c)rlll i l. i _)rl, I)111;w:,:: _-Vi d,,rJL
:ill varying degretL_:] for all pow(ez' Llett lng:_ l'rom a w:Indmil] I_i_ to ;_ fu!]-pc)wer'
eondLtioil. The pr'ope11.er:_ rot;_ted in l.h_, :;am(_ d ir'eel, lor_ and pr,¢,due_)d a:_ymmc,t-
vie f' ] l c ) w over' the wing:_, which wa:_ a Cact(m in tho a:_ymmetrle nt:_ll. Studi,,:_
of a :_:ing]e-eng:in(_ ,er:]J.on of the air'piano did not :;how t,h,_la_'g,, a:_ymm,_try in
wing stall.
kutorotation.- The concept of autorotation of an unswept win_ i:_ illu_-
trated in figures 15 and 16. Figure 15 shows typical varlations of CL and
CD w_th _ for an aLrplane with an unswept wing. For angles of attack below
the stall (point B), the lift increases wLth increasing a; the reverse is tru_
for angles of attack beyond the stall. The stall angle of attack varies con-
siderably with the wing section and planform, b_ing of the order of 15o for an
unswept wing.
As shown in f_re 16, if an unswept wing with forwaro velocity is
subjected to a rate of roll p in the clockwise direction, a chordwise sec-
tion x-x of the right wing (at a distance y from the wing center line) will
encounter an increase of local incidence of py/V, and _he corresponding sec-
tion x'-x' of the left wing will have its incidence decreased by an equal
amount.
j If the section lift curve is as shown in figure 15, and the wing is oper-ating at point A below the stall, the lift of the down,going right wing will be
i increased and that of the upgoing left wing will be decreased, and an opposing,
or damping, rolling moment will be produced. Thus, stable damping in roll is
provided below the stall. For flight above the stall (point C), the lift of
the upgoing wing will be increased relative to the downgoing wing, and a pro-
,' pelling, or autorotative, moment will be produced. This situation results in
the basic mechanism of the spin for airplanes with unswept wings.
As shown in figure 17, tne propelling aerodynamic rolling moment produced
in autorotation is a nonlinear function of roll rate, such that as the spin
rate increases, the propelling moments become equal _o zero and the wing estab-
._ lishes a steady autorotation in roll.
Static lateral-directional stability.- With the advent of swept-wing,
". close-coupled jet fighter designs, it became obvious that the high-angle-of-
:i attack flight dynamics of fighters involved factors much more predominant than
those contributed directly by the wing. In fact, the general nature of sta-
bility and control problems at high angles of attack changed from primarily
motions about the roll axis (autorotation) to primarily motions about the yaw
axis involving directional instability or divergence. The following discussion
_ (ref. 17) is provided to il_ustrate the nature of lateral-directional stability
and control problems at high angles of attack. The discussion is limit,_d to
one airplane configuration, but the _neral trends are typical of many designs.
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A typical dir.ect]onal dlvergenc_ t_xhlb_ted by the eonf'Jguration :_hown ;n
f:[gure 18 at hlgh ang]e.q of attack iin illu:_trated by th_ tim,_ hintari_.:_pr_,-
:ranted in figure 19. Thin figure. _ pro.qo.nt:_ f]tght r'_cor, d_r, tr;l_,_m r,f' th,, pr'irl-
cipal f].Jght varial_le,_ during an accelerated :_tall at 7620 m (25 OOO f't) with
the airplane, eonfi_,juPr, q for er,uirlo t']lght (M : 0.4). Th,, lliarlt_uv_,_, w;l:: initi-
ated by pol].lng tr_ a 60 ° banked turn to the l_fI. and them iner'_a:_inR the, ;mg.l_'
of attack at an al_proxt.mat' ]y eoll:ltarlt Pat_. A:I I.h,, :mF,l,' '_f' attar:l.', w:l:l
increased, J.ightly damped lateral o:lel.].]ati_nl:_ about tim, lo,l_itud.il|al h_)dy
axis (termed _' ,ing rock") b_:came rmtic¢_.abl.e. At; about 114 :l_c, or|d;_ :llw_,i,4, wiiig,
reek was experienced; at about 50 s(mondn the oneillation divr:r'V/,d viol,,ni,ly
1
and the airplane entered a 2--turn spin to th(_ right.
2
In reference 17, static wind-tunnel force teats were conducter to deter-
mine the aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane at high angles of attack.
Airframe components were tested individually and in several combinations to
determine the contributions of the isolated components to the overall, stability
characteristics of the airplane and to determine mutual interference effects.
The effects of several geometric modifications, or fixes, to the bas_.c configu-
ration were evaluated in an attempt to delay or eliminate latera.]-directional
instability near the stall.
The results of the investigation indicated that the directional divergence
exhibited by the airplane was brought about by a simultaneous loss of direc-
tional stability and effective dihedral at high angles of at'ack. The loss cf
directional stability resulted from a combination of an adverse sidewash region
at the rear of the airplane and a reduced dynamic pressure at the vertical-tail
location. The adverse sidewash was generated by the wing-fuselage combination
and was related to stalling of the leading wing panel durin£ a sideslip at high
angles of attack. The loss of effective dihedral was also attributed to stall
of the leading wing panel.
T_e variations of the static lateral-directional force and moment coeffi-
cients with angle of sideslip for angles of attack of 0° and 25° are presented
in figure 20. As can be seen, the variations of the lateral-directional coeffi-
cients with sideslip become very nonlinear at a = 25° , and the concept of sta-
bility derivatives for such conditions must include a consideration of the range
of sideslip involved. For analysis of stability characteristics, the data are
usually analyzed over a sideslip range of about +_5°. Stability derivatives
obtained for the present configuration for sideslip angles of -+5° are summarized
in figure 21 The data were obtained at Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x 106 and
4.3 x 10(_. The two sets of data agree fairly well, with the exception of a
slightly lower level of directional stability for the higher Reynolds number" at
moderate angles of attack. Both sets of data indicat,._a marked decrease in Cn_
as angle of attack is increased, Cn8 being negative at angles of attack above
I'
22°. The data also irdicate that as the angle of attack _xceeds 15° , a substan-
tial reduction in effective dihedral occurs. Actually, the loss of directional
stability at (l = 22° is considered to be especially serious because of the
corresponding loss of effective dihedral. This aspect of the problem it;dis-
cussed in detail subsequently.
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Also sh. _ in figure 21 is a vertical hatched region indicating the maxi-
mum trim capability of the horizontal tail as determined from static-force
tests (it = -21°). It can be seen that there exists a trimmed-angle-of-attack
range of almost 10° for which the airplane is direct_onally unstable.
The r_[_its of a series of tests to evaluate the contributions of vari-
ous airframe components to CnB are summarized in figures 22 and 23. Data
obtained for the isolated wing and fuselage are presented in figure 22 along
with data obtained for the wing-fuselage combination. The data of figure 23
show the effects of the addition of the horizontal- and vcrtical-tail surfaces
to the wing-fuselage combination.
Several points are to be noted from comparisons of the various data. For
example, the isolated-wing data W of figure 22 indicetQ little variation of
Cn8 with increase in angle of attack. This result is to be expected, inasmuch
as little if any leading-edge suction is developed on thin sweptback wings.
Also, the isolated-fuselage data F show that the fuselage does not become
mo_e unstable until the angle of attack exceeds 28°. The wing-fuselage com-
bination WF, however, shows large unstable variations of Crib with increas-
ing angle of attack. The magnitudes of CnB are far greater than those
expected by simple addition of the values for the isolated wing and fuselage.
This type of aerodynamic phenomenon has been noted in the past for sweptback
wing-fuselage combinations at high angles of attack (ref. 18).
As stated in reference 18, the large unstable variations of directional
stability which exist relative to the body axes are due largely to wing (or
wing-fuselage) induced sidewash over the fuselage afterbody. An additional
factor to be considered is the fact that when a swept-wing conflguration is
sideslipped at high &ngles of attack, stall of the leading wing panel may
significantly affect the flow pattern at the rear of the airplane. This fact
is illustrated subsequently by tuft photographs.
The adverse sidewash characteristics exhibited by the wing-fuselage combi-
nation might be expected to affect adversely the contribution of the vertical
tail to directional stability. The data of figure 23 support this assumption
by showing that the vertical-tail contribution to directional stability dimin-
ishes markedly as a is increased above 20° and the tail actually becomes
destabilizing at angles of attack above 30°.
In order to evaluate the flow conditions at the vertical-tail location,
measurements were made of the dynamic pressure and sidewash angle a_ the tall
location. The results of the tests are shown as functions of angle of attack
I in 24 and 25.figures
The results of the pressure survey are presented as _,_,/q_,the ratio
of dynamic pressure at the vertical-tail location to the t_.ee-stream dynamic
pressure. The dynamic-pressure ratio decreases as angle ot attack increases
above 15° . More specifically, as the stall angle of attack is exceeded, the
ratio is reduced to less than 50 percent of the value at a = 0° because of
combined shielding of the vertical tail by the fuselage afterbody and impinge-
men. of the low-velocity wake of the s+.alled wing-fuselage combination on the
vertical tail.
12
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The results of the sidewash measurements are presented in terms of the
sidewash parameter I ---. At low angles of attack, the data of figure 25
indicate that the sidewash is quite favorable, as has been noted in the past
for low-wing configurations. (See refs. 19 to 21.) At angles of attack near
the stall, however, the sidewash parameter changes from favorable to unfavor-
able and, at e = 30°. becomes negative; the existence of a destabilizing flow
field at the vertical-tail location is thereby indicated.
The foregoing data and analysis show that the primary factor producing
loss of directional stability for this particular configuration at angles of
attack immediately below the stall (angles _n the 15° to 20° range) is adverse
sidewash on the fuselage afterbody and on the drooped horizontal tail induced
by the wing-fuselage combination. As e is increased above a value of about
20°, the vertical tail enters the advez'se sidewash field and the dynamic pres-
sure at the vertical tall is reduced because of shielding by the aft fuselage
and/or the stalled wake of the wing. Both these factors contribute to a loss
of vertical-tail effectiveness at high angles of attack. The adverse sidewash
effect is the predominant effect at angles of attack above 30°, where the tail
contribution to directional stability actually becomes negative.
A series of tuft studies were conducted to aid in the interpretation of
the static-force test results. Photographs of the tuft patterns as _ is
increased for sideslip angles of 0° and -10 ° are presented in figures 26
and 27. At e = 0°, sideslip induces a strong favorable sldewash field at the
vertical tail, as can be seen by the relative angles of the tufts on the fuse-
lage afterbody. This result is in agreement with the results previously pre-
8a
sented regarding variations of I .... As the angle of attack is increased,
a6
however, the favorable sldewash angle is reduced. At e = 25° and 8 = -100 ,
the tuft patterns indicate a complete stall of the leading wing panel and a
reversed-flow region behind the stalled wing panel. This reversed-flow region
is evident from the tufts on the fuselage behind the wing, and an extensive
region of reversed, or low-velocity, flow in the vicinity of the vertical tail
was found by exploring with a tuft on a wand. This reversed-flow region behind
the stalled wing and fuselage is evidently the cause of the reduction of qv/q_
at the rear of the model, shown in figure 24, and is a major factor contrib-
uting to the directional instability of the wing-fuselage combination and to
the loss in vertical-tail effectiveness at high angles of attack. The results
of the tuft studies also indicate that stall of the leading wing panel is the
cause of the loss of effective dihedral at e = 15°. Such a result is a char-
acteristic of swept wings at high angles of attack (ref. 22).
In the past, numerous investigations of lateral-dlrectional dynamic sta-
bility at high angles of attack (refs. 23 to 26) have been conducted for con-
f_gurations having relatively high values of the ratio IZ/IX together with
appreciable values of the e£fective-dihedral parameter. As a result of past
experience, the parameter Cn6,dy n is usually used as an indication of direc-
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tional divergence at high angles of attack, where CnS,dy n = Cn8 - _X Ci8 sin a.
Negative va]ues of the parameter indicate the existence of directional
divergence.
Shown in figure 28 are the variation:_ of Cn8 and CnB,dy n with angle
of attack for the basic configuration. The data show that Cn8 and CnB,dy n
approach zero at a common angle of attack of about 21°. The angle of attack
at which Cns,dy n becomes negative gives a good approximation of the angle of
attack at which the airplane exhibits directional diverFence. "
Inasmuch as it was determined that the wing-fuselage combination was a
major factor leading to directional instability, tests were conducted to modify
the basic-wlng aerodynamic characteristics by drooping the leading edge of the
wing. The results of tests showing the effect of 40° leading-edge droop angle
on CnB and C28 are presented in figure 29. The data indicate that leading-
edge droop produced two very significant and o_" "oen...iczal effects. First, the
angle of attack at which directional stability was lost was increased from 22°
to 25° , and second, C28 was maintained at moderate levels up to _ : 40° .
These changes, especially the increase in CZB at high angles of attack, have
important beneficial effects on dynamic lateral-directional stability, as is
shown in figure 30. With drooped leading edges, the Cns,dy n parameter
remained positive (stable) over the angle-of-attack range tested, indicating
that the directional divergence might be postponed or eliminated by such a
modification.
-" Simultaneous research was being conducted at NASA on the improved maneu-
verability afforded by leading-edge slats (ref. 27), and analysis of lateral-
directional wind-tunnel data obtained with that modification indicated similar
improvements in hlgh-angle-of-attack stability. Flight tests _ubsequently veri-
fied these improvements, and the airplane has been retrofitted with leading-edge '
slats, as shown in figure 31.
Influence of nose shape.- In view of the limitations imposed on military
airplanes by poor stall/spin characteristics and the lack of understanding of
factors which determine these characteristics, it is highly desirable to iden-
tify geometric features of airplanes which promote inherent spin resistance.
I As a step toward providing this information, NASA has recently conducted an
investigation (ref. 28) to provide some _n_ight _nto the features affecting
the lateral-directional stability characteristics of a high-performance, twin-
engine fighter which in operation has exhibited outstanding stall and spin
characteristics. These characteristics, which result in an inherent resistance
to spins, include positive directional stability through the stall with no
14
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tendency to diverge and no significant adverse yaw due to aileron deflection
at high angles of attack.
A wind-tunnel investigation was made with the 0.17-scale mode] shown in
figure 32 in order to define some of the more important geometric and aerody-
namic characteristics responsible for the good stall and spin characteristics
exhibited by the configuration. The study included wind-tunnel free-flight
tests, static-force tests, and dynamic (forced-oa_illation) force tests.
One airframe component expected to have significant effects on the sta-
bility and control of the model at high angles of attack was the wing. Past
studies (refs. 19 and 20) have shown that wing planform characteristics, such
as sweepback and taper ratio, can have large effects on lateral-directional
stability at high angles of attack. In order to evaluate the effects of wing
modifications, a swept wing (similar in planform to that employed by the con-
figuration of ref. 17) and a delta wing were also tested, as shown in figure 33.
All wings were of equal area and of relatively equal weights, so that the
flight tests were conducted with a constant value of wing loading.
The static directional stability charact_w_stics of the basic configura-
tion are presented in figure 34 in terms of the static stability derivative
Cn_. The data show that CnR was large and positive (stable) at low angles
of_attack. The magnitude of _ Cn6 decreased markedly when the wing stalled at
an angle of attack near 17°; but Cn_ became increasingly stable at post-stall
angles of attack, in contrast to tre_ds shown by most current fighter configura-
tions. (See ref. 17, e.g.) This unusual increase in directional stability at
post-stall angles of attack is expected to be a major beneficial factor result-
ing in the excellent stall characteristics shown by the configuration.
A number of additional component-buildup tests were conducted to deter-
mine the airframe component responsible for the pronounced increase in Cn6
exhibited by the cenfiguration beyond wing stall. The data shown in figure 35
indicate the contribution of the vertical tail to Cn . Two significant
results are immediately apparent from these data: First, the tail contribution
decreased markedly at angles of attack beyond that for wing stall; and second,
when the tall was off, the directional stability continued to increase markedly
at angles of attack above 25° , with the result that the model was directionally
stable at angles of attack above 31° without a vertical tail.
The decrease in tail contrzbution to directional stability at angles of
attack beyond that for wing stall (a > 17°) was due to the fact that the tail
i became immersed in the low-energy wake for the stalled wing. The fact that theloss in tail effectiveness was the result of lo s of dynamic pressure a the
tail was shown by tests to determine rudder effectiveness. Such loss in tall
effectiveness at h_ _ angles of attack is not unusual. The most remarkable,
and more significant, characteristic is the large increase in tail-off direc-
tional stability at high angles of attack.
Additional tests were made to determine the wing-fuselage component respon-
sible for the stability at high angles of attack. The componer_° found to be
responsible was the fuselage forebody, as shown in figure 36, which presents
15
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results of tests conducted with the isolated nose mounted on a balance at a
distance ahead of the moment center representative of that for the nose of the
basic configuration. The data show that the isolated nose was direction;il]y
unstable at low angles of attack, as would be expected. At high angles of
attack, however, the isolsted nose became d_rectionally stable, and comparison
of data for the nose alone and data obtained for the basic configuration with
the vertical tail off indicates that virtually all the directional stability
of the configuration at angles of attack above 32° was produced by the nose.
The geometric feature probably responsible for the aerodynamic character-
istics of the fuselage forehody of the present configuration is the cross-
sectional shape indicated in figure 36. As shown in the sketch, the cross
section is elliptical in shape, with the major axis horizontal. It has been
found in the past investigations (refs. 29 to 31) that a "flattened" nose simi-
lar to that of the present configuration tends to produce such stability; the
relatively long nose of the present configuration tends to accentuate this
: effect because of the long moment arm through which side forces produced by the
nose can act.
The static directional stability characteristics of the swept- and delta-
wing configurations are compared with those of the basic configuration in fig-ure 37. As shown, the swept- and delta-wing configurations have levels of
I directional stability equal to or higher than those of the basic configuration,
, and the trends of Cn8 at high angles of attack were dominated by the charac-
teristics of the nose, as previously discussed for the basic configuration.
It should also be noted that the apparent increase in Cn8 for the _wept-
and delta-wing configurations at low angles of attack was caused by the data-
reduction procedure, in which the aerodynamic characteristics were based on
the geometric characteristics of the individual wings. When compared for
equal wing spans, the values of Cn8 for the individual wings are about equal
at a = 0° . The relative unimportance of the large changes in wing planform
for the present configuration underlines the complexity of the flow phenomena
at high angles of attack and the increased importance of what might be assumed
to be secondary design features, such as fuselage forebody shape.
As pointed out in reference 29, a fuselage forebody which produces a large
contribution to static directional stability at high angles of attack will also
tend to produce unstable values of damping in yaw. Presented in figure 38 is
the variation of the damping-in-yaw parameter Cn_ - Cn_ cos _ for the basic
, F P
configuration as measured in forced-oscillatlon tests. As shown in figure 38,
Cn - Cna cos a was stable (negative) at angles of attack below stall butr
became u_stable near a = 28° and attained very large unstable values at
higher angles of attack. The results of tail-off tests showed that the verti-
I cal tail had little effect on the unstable values or tre,]dsof the data at high
angles of attack. Additional forced-oscillation tests were conducted with
components of the model to identify the nose as the cause of the unstable
values of Cnr - Cn_ cos a at high angles of attack.
The physical cause of the unstable damping in yaw is illustrated by the
sketches shown in figure 39. In figure 39(a) the configuration is shown in a
steady sideslipped condition with the same value of B at both the nose and
16
the center of gravity. As pointed out previous]y, for,the pre:_cnt configura-
tion, the nose produced a side force which acted through a relatively long
momcz_t arm to create a stabilizing yawing moment that tended to reduce the
value of B. The sketch in figure 39(b) illustrates the situation for yawing
flight, with zero sideslip at the center of gravity. Because the flight path
is curved, the nose of the configuration is subjected to a local sideslip angle
which produces a side force in a manner similar to that for the static situa-
tion. In this case, however, the resulting yawing moment is in a direction
which tends to increase the value of yawing velocity and therefore results in
unstable vah_es of Cnr - Cn_ cos _.
The model was flown in the Langley full-scale tunnel using the free-fllght
model technique described in a later section, and during the flight tests it -.-
was found that the basic model flew smoothly and with little effort by the
pilots up to an angle of attack of about 20°. Above a = 20° there was a
slight nose wandering, or directional "looseness." The nose wandering,
although small, increased the pilot effort required to fly the model smoothly.
But the pilot was satisfied with the level of stability and considered that the
major cause of the increased pilot effc;t was a rapid decrease in lateral con-
trol effectiveness with increasing angle of attack. At an angle of attack of
about 30° the model diverged slowly in yaw against full corrective controls.
The yawing motion at the divergence appeared to be a fairly slow rotation about
the Z body axis. The swept- and delta-wing configurations exhibited the same
general flight characteristics as the basic configuration.
The variations of CnB,dy n for the swept- and delta-wing configurations
are compared with that for the basic configuration in figure 40. The values
of Cn_,dy n were large and positive for all configurations, and no directional
divergence was exhibited. It appears, therefore, that the slow directional
divergence exhibited by the model near a = 30° was not predicted by CnB,dy n
but is probably associated with the unstable values of Cnr - Cn_ cos a
!T (fig. 38) or low rudder effectiveness, neither of which is accounted for in the
_ Cn8 criterion.i ,dyn : I
! !
It should be pointed out that the influence of nose shape, which was found i
to have a large influence on the stability of the present configuration at high
angles of attack, may be insignificant for other configurations and may be sen-
sitive to variations in Reynolds number for some shapes. The blending of air-
frame components for good characteristics at high angles of attack is very
configuration dependent and there are few general conclusions to be made. I
Instead, wind-tunnel test techniques and methods of analysis similar to those
discussed must be used early in design stages in orde,- to insure good stall I
characteristics.
Dynamic derivatives.- The dynamic derivatives produced by rolling, yawing,
and p[tchlng are important inputs to problems in flight dynamics at high angles
of attack. In addition to providing information regarding the dynamic stabil-
ity of a confi_Jration, they play an importa_,t role in the determination of
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automatic control system gains and logic required to optimlze handling quali-
ties or prevent lo_s of control.
At the present time, t_,emost reliable values of dynamic derivatives at
high angles of attack are provided by forced-oscillatlon tests in wind tunnels.
This particular testing technique is described in reference 32.
The derivatives measured by the forced-oscillation technique are called
oscillatory @erivatives, and they represent a cembination of the pure damping
derivatives and certain linear-acceleration derivatives. That is, the longi- .,-
tudinal oscillatory derlvatives contain Cmq (damping in pitch) and Cm_
(damping due to normal acceleration), and the lateral derivatives contain
or C_ (damping in roll or yaw) with a _ (lateral-acceleration) term. CZp
L,r
Experience has shown that the use of the combination derivatives gives a more
reliable prediction of oscillatory stability characteristics than the use of
the pure rate derivatives alone. This is particularly true at the higher
angles of attack, where the combination derivative csn beco,_e large because of
the effect of flow separation and lag of flow on the linear-acceleration com-
ponent of the derivative (refs. 33 to 35).
For example, for an early delta-wing airplane, calculations based on pure
rate derivatives predicted a high degree of Dutch roll instability at high
angles of attack, whereas free-flight motel tests had shown stability. At the
time there was no way of knowing which of these two sources of information was
correct for this new type of airplane on which there was no experience. The
calculation might have been in error because of erroneous assumptions in the
equations of motion, and the free-flight model results might not have predicted
the correct result because of unknown scale effects. When the airplane was
flown, it was fourd to confirm the results of the free-flight model tests, and
it was not until some years later when the forced-oscillation equipment was
developed that the source of the error in the calculations was discovered.
It was in the use of pure rate derivatives and in neglecting the lateral-
acceleration (8) derivatives, which were very important at high angles of
attack because of the separated flow on delta wings under these conditions.
A proper theoretical treatment, of course, requires that the pure rate
and lateral-acceleration derivatives be separated and included separately in
the equations of motion. So far, however, it has not been possible to separate
these derivatives with any accuracy. Such separation requires the measurement
of one of the derivatives separately, so that it can be subtracted from the
combined derivatives measured by the forced-oscillation technique; but the
equipment fo:' the measurement of one of the separate derivatives is not at
hand. Experience has shown, however, that reas_ably good accuracy in dynamic
stability calculations can be obtained if the derivatives are used correctly
in combined form. The evaluation of the derivatives is relatively straight-
forward in the low lift-coefficient range, but at lift coefficients near the
stall, a serious complication develops. Near the stall, the lag in the alter-
nating increase and decrease in separated flow on the w_ng surfaces produces
momcnts out of phase with the oscillation _nd causes the derivatives to become
functions of the frequency and amplitude of the oscillation.
18
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Figure 41 shows a typical variation of the damping-in-ro]] parameter with
angle of attack, frequency, and amplitude, it is obvious that one could not
have calculated motions correctly unless great care had been taken kn chooslng
the appropriate value of he derivative in the stall range. As an illustra-
tion, figure 42 shows the damping of a lateral oscillation as calculated with
a range of experim_t_i!ly determined values for the oscillatory derivative
CZp + Cz_ sin _.
Figures 41 and 42 show that it is important to measure the oscillatory
stability derivatives at frequencies and amplitudes representative of the
motions likely to be encountered by the configuration under study. As an aid
in choosing representative values_ the natural frequency of a configuration can
be approximated through considerations of its mass, inertia, and static charac-
teristics. As far as the amplitude of the oscillation is concerned, most pub-
lished information to date presents derivatives based only on small-amplitude
oscillations. For configurations having high values of inertia and damping,
it is likely that small-amplitude derivatives will be appropriate for predict-
ing dynamic likelihood that large-amplitude motions may be encounte-ed. Deriv-
atives measured at l%rge amplitude may be more useful in predicting dynamic
stability characteristics in these cases. Most of the difficulties arising
from measuring the derivatives at an inappropriate amplitude can be avoided by
making the measurements over a range of amplitudes. The results of calcula-
tions based on the resulting values of the derivatives may then be compared and
interpreted to yield useful accurate predictions of full-scale behavior.
The interpretation of the forced-oscillation tests must include a consid-
eration of Reynolds number effects. The preceding discussion has attempted to
point out the large effects that the stall can have on the value of the sta-
bility derivatives. Because the variation of stall angle with lift coefficient
is a function of Reynolds number, it follows that the dynamic stability charac-
teristics may also change with Reynolds number.
THE SPIN
Mechanics of the Spin
The spin has been defined (ref. 36) as a motion in which an airplane in
flight at some angle of attack between the stall and 90o descends rapidly
toward the Earth while rotating about a vertical axis. The spinning motion is
v_ry complicated and involves simultaneous rolling, yawing, and pitching while
the airplane is at high angles of attack and sideslip. Since it involves sepa-
rated flows in the region beyond the stall, the aerodynamic characteristics of
the airplane are very nonlinear and time dependent; and hence, at the present
I the is not amenable to theoreticaltime, spin very analyses.
The overall spin maneuver can be considered to consist of the three phases:
the incipient spin, the developed spin, and the recovery. An illustration of
the various phases of the spinning motion is given in figure 43.
The incipient spin occurs from the time the airplane stalls and rotation
starts until the spin axis becomes vertical or nearly vertical. During this
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time the airplane fl|ght path Is changing from horlzonta] to vertlca], and the
spin rotation is increasing from zeJ,o to the fully developed rate. The
spin
incipient spin may occur rapidly and consist of approximately the first two
F turns. At about the half-turn point, the airplane may be pointed almost
straight down, but the angle of attack is usually above that of the stall
: because of the inclined flight path. (See fig. 43.) As the l-turn point
i is approached, the nose comes Dack dp and the angle of attack continues to
increase. As the airplane coutJnues to rotate into the second turn, the flighti
path becomes mope nearly vertical, and the pitching, rolling, and yawing motions
become more repeatable and approach those of the fully developed spin.
In the developed spin the attitude, angles, and motions of the airplane -_.
_re somewhat repeatable from turn to turn, and the flight path is approximately
vertical. The spin is maintained by a balance between the aerodynamic and
inertia forces and moments. The spinning motion is made up of rotation about
the airplane center of gravity plus translatory motion of the center of gravity;
however, it is primarily a rotary motion and is affected mainly by the moments
acting on it.
The third phase, the recovery, is caused by a change in the moments to
upset the balance between the aerodynamic and inertia mom,mts. Such a change
in the moments is obtained by deflecting the controls of the airplane. The
specific control movements required in any particular airplane depend on cer-
tain mass anu aerodynamic characteristics, which are discussed in reference 36.
As an example of the interaction between aerodynamic and inertial moments
in a developed spin, figure 44 shows the balance required about the pitch axis
of the airplane. The sketch on the left of figure 44 shows that at spin atti-
tudes, an airplane usually experiences a nose-down aerodynamic pitching moment.
This moment is balanced by the inertial moments depicted in the sketch at the
right of the figure. In the right-hand sketch, the mass distribution of the
airplane has been represented by a system of weights. As the weights, rotate
about the spin axis, centrifugal forces acting perpendicular to the spin axis
create a nose-up inertial pitching moment; and for the steady developed spin,
the nose-up inertial moment balances the nose-down aerodynamic moment. The
i magnitude of the inertial pitching-moment coefficlent may be calculated by the
expression
mb2 \2V/ c
The magnitude of the inertia], moment is thus dependent on the inertia] distri-
bution of the airplane, the nondimensiona] spin rate, the relative density of
the airplane, and the angle of attack. This expression can be used to ea]cu-
late the magnitude of the inertial pitching moment for a configuration ba:_ed
on mass characteristics and nondimens_onal sp_n rates.
Figure 45 presents the variation with angle of attack of the aerodynamic
i pitching moment for a typical configuration and the calculated inertial
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pltchlng moment (p]otted wlth algebraic s:ign reversed) based on va]uen of _z
which balance aerodynamic and _nert;£al yawi.ng moments. Points at which th,_ tw_
curves intersect denote potential-steady-spin calculations nati::fying the)c,on-
dition of a ba]anee of inert:Ea] and aerodynamic moments. As can be :;een, two
intersection points, denoted A and B, exist. Ex_,mination of the character-
istles at point A, however, shows this point to be an unstable equilibrium con-
dition, inasmuch as a positive increment of angle of attack at point A creates
a larger nose-up inertial moment. Therefore, the angle of attack will contin,_e
to increase until the stable conditions of point B are reached. Similar moment
balances must be maintained about the lateral and directional axes at similar
conditions for a steady spin to exist.
Possibly the most complex and challenging research area in flight dynamics "
at high angles of attack is a theoretical analysis of the spin. The physical
terms in the equations of motion and the general phenomena are known; however,
a definition of the complex aerodynamic characteristics of spinning airplanes
has not yet been accomplished to the extent that theoretical approaches can be
trusted for prediction of critical spin and spin-recovery characteristics. In
fact, many of the aerodynamic inputs required for such analyses have not yet
been measu',ed in wind tunnels.
Static Aerodynamic Characteristics
Asymmetric yawin_ moments.- The use of pointed fuselage forebodies for
present-day supersonic aircraft can have large effects on the stability and
control characteristics of these vehicles at high angles of attack. For
extremely high angles of attack, such as those angles associated wi_h post-
stall flight and spins, these shapes h_ve been found (ref. 29) to produce large
asymmetric yawing moments which can be much larger than the corrective moments
produced by deflection of a conventional rudder. These moments may have a pre-
dominant effect on stall Pnd sp_n characteristics and can, in fact, determine
the ease and direct_Jn in which an airplane may spin. (See ref. 37.) Although
the aerodynamic asymmetries proauced by sharp noses have been measured in past
wind-tunnel investigations of airplane spin characteristics, the basic flow
phenomenon was not we;ll understood. As a result, the asymmetries either have
often been ignored or have been attributed to poor wind-tunnel flow or. signifi-
cant model asymmetries. Such asymmetries will indeed determine the direction
of the yawing moments, but they are not the cause of the large moments.
The results of past investigations such as those of reference 29 have
indicated that the large asymmetric yawing moments produced by long, pointed
fuselage forebodies are caused by asymmetric shedding of vortex sheets from the
I nose. As shown in figure 46, flow separation on a long nose at zero sideslip
tends to produce a symmetrical pattern of vortex sheets at low ongles of attack.
This symmetrical flow pattern does not produce any side force on the nose; con-
sequently, no yawing moment is produced. At higher angles of attack, however,
the vortices increase in strength; the flow pattern becomes asymmetrical; and
the asymmetrical flow produces a side force on the nose which, in turn, pro-
duces a yawing moment about the airplane center of gravity.
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The inve:_tlgation in felon.once 29 Jndicatf_d the magnitud_ of .queh mc)m,_,nt_
for the configuration shown :in figure 47. Figure 48 ;_hows the varlation of
static yawing-moment coeffie:ient Cn w_th angle of attack at z_;ro :]Ide;_]ip and
neutral controls as measured during tents of four r,_parat_ modc_l:_of the eon-
i')guratJon. The value of Cn remained near zf_ro "it low angles of attack, a:_
might be expected. For angles of attack greater than about 30°, howeveP, large
excursions of Cn occurred. The magn:i.tudesof the yawing moments are best
appreciated by comparison wLth the value indicated by the dashed line, whLch
indicates the magnitude of Cn produced by a fu]] rudder deflection of 7.5°
in the normal, low-angle-of-attack flight range. The out-of-trim moments near
= 60° are several times larger than the moments produced by full-rudder _..
deflection at low angles of attack and are much larger than the moments which
would be obtained by rudder deflection at c_ = 60°, because of the marked
reduction in rudder effectiveness at high angles of attack due to shielding by
the fuselage and wing.
Large out-of-trlm _awing moments at high angles of attack have been noted
in past investigations of pointed bodies of revolution (refs. 38 to 42), highly
swept delta-wing-body combinations (ref. 43), and other airplane configurations.
In all cases, the large yawing moments were _ttributed to asymmetrical shedding
of vortex sheet_ off the long, sharply pointed nose.
Recent wind-tunnel studies (ref. 44) of the tangent-cairo body shown in
figure 49 have produced more information on this phenomenon. As shown in fig-
ure 50, the data show that the basic tangent-ogive model experienced no sig-
nificant values of yawing moment at zero sideslip for low angles of attack, as
expected. For values of a greater than 40° , however, ]arge asymmetric values
of Cn and Cy were measured. The asymmetries reached maximum values near
a = 55° and decreaoed to near zero values at approximately a = 65° . It was
found that the data were repeatable to within ±5 percent, and no hysteresis
effects were found. It is important to note that the asymmetric values of Cn
were primarily positive, or nose right, in sense. These nose=right moments
were accompanied by positive values of Cy (side force to the right). This
relationship is an indication of the potential of large side forces on an air-
plane nose to cause large asymmetric yawing moments at high angles of attack.
The results of tuft flow-visualization t_sts conducted for the tangent-
calve model at B : 0° and a = 55° are shown in figure 51. At this vaJue
of a, where the model experienced a maximum asymmetric value of Cn to the
r_ght, the tufts show that an asymmetrical pattern of vortex sheets, similar
to those indicated by the sketch of figure 46, was shed by the model. One
relatively small vortex core was displaced high above and to the left of the
model, whereas a large vortex core was located slightly above and to the right
) of the model. The flow pattern was relatively invariant with time. Although
no pressure measurements were made, the data indicated that the large vortex
core remained close to the body. The resulting vortex induces flow on the body
and creates a side force to the right.
An example of the correlation of the foregoing results with those obtained
for conventional airplane configurations is presented in figure 52, where the
vortex sheets have been further defined by use of smoke. The photograph shown
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at the ].eft of th,_ figure shows the tangent-ogJve m(}d_] at rX = 55° , B : 0°.
The photograph at the right of the f_guee shows similar resu]t[_ obta!n,_d fop
the mode] of reference 29 at d = 60°, _ : 0°. Both models exh_bJt,_d large
poslti_, s;,ymmetrie values of Cn for these test condltions. The flow pat-
teens about the mode][_ are very slml]ar in nature. In particular, the :,mall
vortex cope is seen to separate near the nose of the model and tral] hor_zon-
tally downstream, whereas the large vortex core ren,a_ns close to the body and
extends a considerable length from the nose t_p.
An interesting measure of the degree <,f asymmetry induced by the flow
field shown in the previous photographs is afforded by consideration of the
inclination of 5he resultant force within the YZ-plane of the model. Shown in
figure 53 is the inclination of resultant force obtained by adding vectorially
the side-force and normal-force coefficients at 8 : 0°, The data show that
the resultant force was inclined over 40° from the vertical near e : 55°.
Past investigations (ref. 37, e.g.) have shown that small strakes placed
near the tip of the nose of a pointed body can eliminate or minimize large
asymmetric yawing moments at high angles of attack. A series of tests were
therefore conducted to determine the effectiveness of strakes for the tangent-
ogive body. The strakes tested were placed symmetrically in the XY-plane of
the model, and the results are shown in figure 54. The effect of the strakes
was to produce a well-defined point of separation which resulted in a symmet-
rical flow field at all angles of attack and elimination of the asymmetries.
Nose strakes have been incorporated in some current fighter designs for
the foregoing reasons as well as for the beneficial effects produced by the
strakes on directionai stability at high angles of attack. (See fig. 55, e.g.)
Additional information on ef_'ects of Mach and Reynolds number and nose strakes
on asymmetric yawing moments can be found in references 45 and 46.
Stabilit[ and control characteristics.- A good appreciation of the violent
nature of stall/spin motions and tne magnitudes of variations of the important
motion parameters is needed to establish the aerodynamic data inputs required
to model the motions properly. Figure 56 (from ref. 47) illustrates the types : :
of motion experienced during a flight which includes a departure, spin entry,
and a developed oscillatory spin. In this flight, the airplane was flown into
a high-g, windup turn during which full aft stick and full aileron were applied.
A departure resulted with angle of attack rapidly exceeding 40°, sideslip excur-
sions in excess of ±25° , and yaw rates of over 50 deg/sec. With controls neu-
tralized, the motion settled into a developed, oscillatory spin near _ = 60°
with a yaw rate of 50 deg/sec. This record illustrates the wlde range of angle
of attack (0° to 90o), sideslip (±40°), rotation rate (in excess of 50 deg/sec),
and control-surface deflections (and combinations of def]ections) that must be
tested to obtain the aerodynamic data needed to model such a large..amplitude
motion.
Considerable nonlinearity with angle of attack and sideslip has been found
for both longitudinal and lateral-d_rectional static aerodynamic data. Some !
examples of the degree of nonlinearity with _ are shown in figure 57. The '
upper figure shows the variation of yawing-moment euefficient with s_dc_11p at
I
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: 80 ° . Note that directional nt.ibi.]tty vari_:n from highly un:;t:_b]e to hlF, h]y
•_tablc, over, the l_ range, The lower ftguv'_; Illu:_tr,;tter_ th_. eonnid,,ral_]_:
- var'iati.on of pitching-moment coc, ffieient w:lth u id¢:n] i p tirol can oer:ur ;it. high
angles of attack. Suc_.h ]ar'F,_:, rlo.'lr:-up (:hang(.';l in Cm with [_ enn ppoduL, t_
nignifi cant pl.teh-up t,endenc ien ( po:lt--llt;l ] ] mot. i orl:l ) .
Aei'odynalllJ.c eontPo], ehal,aeter, k:_ti_en have also been found to exhib_t hiF, h
degrees of nonlLne:,r dependence on angle of attack, sideslip, and (_or!tr,ol-
surIace'3 car drarnat:i-surface deflectionn; in addltJon, d.I]eetion of control ''
c_lly influence aerodyna,Mc stability. Some of these cff_ct.,,,_, '"are i_luutratcd
in figure 58. The dependence of horizontal-tail effectiveness on tail deflec-
tion and sideslip is show,i in the top figure for _ = 30° . The lower left fig-
...._ ure illustrates the dlf_-,rence that can occur at spin angles of attack between _'
the moment increments c.b '_ined by adding individual control effects (solid
line) and those obtained by measuring the moments due to the combined controls
(dashed lines). The effect of control deflection on static directional sta-
bility is illustrated in the lower right of the figure.
As discussed earlier, t_c long, pointed fuselage forebody has consider-
able effect on the static aerodynamic characteristics of'current fighters.
For example, in reference 29 it was shown that the pointed nose of the design
illustrated in figure 47 was responsible for the nonlinear trends of Cn
with B at (* = 55°, as shown in figure 59. The characteristic S-shape of
tP Cn variation is associated with the separation and attachment pattern of
the vortex sheets shed off the nose.
Shown in figure 60 are the variations of the static stability deriva-
_ tives CyB and Cn8 with angle of attack for wing-sweep angles of 26° , 50° ,
and 72.5 °. The variation of CnB with _ shows that the directional sta-
bility becomes negative, or unstable, for the various wing-sweep angles at
:: angles of attack between 23° and 30° . As the angle of attack was increased
above about 50° , the values of CnB became positive; at an angle of attack
_, of 60°, the values of Cn8 were about 4 times as large as the value at
_:_ _ : 0°. The large increase in directional stability was accompanied by a -_
large positive change in CyR and indicated that the nose of' the airplane was
-. responsible for the large yawing moments due to sideslip.
Dynamic aerodynamic characteristic._.- Results of small-amplitude, forced-
oscillation tests of fighter configurations at spin angles of attack have indi-
cated large, abrupt variations with angle of attack. For example, shown in
figures 61 and 62 are results of tests in pitch and yaw for oscillatory ampli-
tudes of-'-'5° for _.he variable-sweep fighter design of figure 47. The large
unstable values of" the damping-in-yaw parameter Cnr - Cn_ cos c_ shown in
figure 62 are ,;specially noteworthy, inasmuch as they further illustrate the
pheno_lena discussed earlier - that a stabilizing fuselage: forcbody produeen
unstable damping in yaw.
Experience F,_s indicated that small-amplitude forced-oscillation data pro-
v_de an insight as _.o possible autorotative, or prosp_n, mechanisms; however,
I
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data m_.a:_ure:d with r,c_tary-:_p:ln l.r;r:hn:tqu_:::_ (di:_cun::r:_l _a1:_') :_hrJw tlh'_t ._r,r_dy.-
namle m_m_nt:_, par,tic:u]ar,]y yawinl- r, mr)m_.rll.:l, _,×hihit m:irk,,_] rJr)rll illr,'_r, it.i_.:; with
rate of r,otation (]ir,:In_: condil, ir)n:_ _.,xp_._r,i_._ne_.,dby ar_ .tir, pl_n_ irl a :_1._d.y ::p;_,.
the: mea:_ur_.d var, l;iti_n of ya_:inl.: rr_ll_rlt with r,ota',.ir_n r';tt_: _h/2V at. (_ : _J(/'
• ,i
_'o_ two di:]nJm:l.]ar, e_r'rent fit'_hte_' eonO iF,urati_)n:_ i;_ pl_tt_,d. Nr)t_, t.h_, hi_,l_ly I
nonil_n_ar dependence of Cn on ,_b/2V, :_u_:h that pr_p_!lir, F m_m_,nt:_ a_'_, pr'r_-
duced at lower rate:; and damp:i.ng moments are pr'odueed at: h_,l,,z z'at_::_. 'l'h_-_
crltica], natuz,c of fuselage er'os:.] section, Reynold:._ numbc_,, and :u)in _,at,., _n
this characteristic i:] discussed ]n reference 48,
Aerodynamic control effectiveness measured under rotating eonditi.on:] has
also been found to be as comple× as under static conditions. For example,
shown in the right part of figure 63 is the measured variation of Cn wJth
_b/2V for two horizontal-tail settings: neutral and full nose-up (-21°). The
marked effect of control deflection on the measured aerodynamics is evident.
Thus, the same large influence of horizontal-tail deflection on statLc stabil-
ity discussed earlier is also evident under rotating cond£tions. The impor-
tance of such data for mathematical studies of spinning is discussed in a later
section of this paper.
Additional information relating to nonlinear dynamic data and the flat
spin is presented in reference 49.
TEST _ECHNIQUES
_ntroduction
Perhaps the most valuable contrlbution to an analysis of the stall/spin
characteristics of a modern milLtary airplane is an accurate prediction of
these characteristics at an early design stage. Unfortunately, standard design
procedures which are usually a_plied with success to conventional unstalled
flight are severely limited in application to the stall/sp_n area because of
the relatively complex aerodynamic phenomena previously discussed.
In view of the general lack of understanding of the stall/spin problem,
NASA has developed several unique test techniques and facilities for stall/spin
studies. For example, the only operational spin tunnel in the United States
is located at the NASA Langley Research Center. Because of the specialized
techniques involved, much of the stall/spin research for military aircraft and
virtually all the dynamic model flight tests related to stall/spin are con-
ducted by NASA.
These studies involve the use of a wide matrix of tools, _ncluding con-
ventional wind-tunnel static-force tests, dynamJc-force tests, flJght tests of
dynamic models, theoretical studies, and piloted-simulator studies. The pres-
ent paper descrit_es three of the more important techniques: (I) flight test_
of dynamically scaled models, (2) rotary-balance te_t:_, and (3) piloted-
_imulator studies.
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Dynamic Model Techniques
As a result of the complexity of the stall/spin problem and the lack of
proven alternate predictive aethods, the most reliable source of information
on stall/spin characteristics prior to actual flight tests of the particular
airplane has been tests of dynamically scaled airplane models. A properly
scaled dynamic model with the proper values of the various aerodynamic and
inertial parameters may be thought of as a simulator - albeit subject to some
effects of Reynolds and Mach numbers.
NASA has developed several unique dynamic model test techniques for
stall/spin studies. This section describes three of the more important test a-
techniques and includes the objectives, advantage_, limitations, and area of
application of each technique. The techniques are (I) the wind-tunnel free-
flight technique, (2) the outdoor radio-controlled model technique, and
(3) the spin-tunnel test technique.
Before the techniques are discussed, however, a brief review of model
scaling laws is in _rder to properly introduce the reader to dynamic model
testing }nd ,o c]e_:fy some of the _:.easonsfor the test equipment and
procedures.
Model scaling considerations.- Dynamic models must be scaled in each of
the fundamental units cf mass, length, and time in order to provide test
results that are directly applicable to the corresponding full-scale airplane
at a given altitude and loading condition. Units of length are, of course,
scaled from geometric ratios; units of mass are scaled from those of the full-
scale airplane on the bs_is of equal relative-density coefficients; and time
is scaled on the basis of equal Froude numbers. As a result of scaling in
this manner, the motions of the model are geometrically similar to those of
the full-scale airplane, and motion parameters can be scaled by applying the
scale factors given in table I.
Some limitations of _he dynamic model test techniques are apparent from
an examination of the factors given in table I. For example, the model is
tested at a value of Reynolds number considerably less than that of the full-
scale airplane at comparable flight conditions. A I/9-scale dynamic model has
a Reynolds number only 1/27 that of the corresponding airplane. It should also
be noted that a±though the linear velocities of the m_del are smaller than full-
scale value_, the angular velocities are greater than full-scale _,,es. For
example, a I/9-scale model has a flight speed only I/3 that of the dirplane,
but it has angular velocities that are 3 times as fast as those of the airplane.
Because of the scaling of speed, Mach effects are not represented.
The discrepancy in Reynolds number and Mach number between model and full-
scale airplanes can be an important factor which requires special consideration
for stall/spin tests. For example, during spin-tunnel tests, there may be
present large Reyno]d_ number effects which cause the model to exhibit _arked!y
different characteristics than those associated with correct values of Reynold_
number. This point is discussed in detai? in a later section on spln-tunnel
testing.
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The fa,:t that the angular velocities of the model are much faster than
those of the airplane poses special problems in controllability of the model
for certain t_mhniques. Because the human pilot has a certain minimum response
time, t has been found that a single human pilot cannot always satisfactorily
control and valuate dynamic flight models. It is shown in subsequent sections
how this control problem is overcome by use of multiple pilots.
As previously discussed, the stall and spin of an airplane involve compli-
cated balances between the aerodynamic and inertial forces and moments meting
on the vehicle. In order to conduct meaningful tests with dynamic models, it
is important that these parameters be properly scaled. It is therefore manda-
tory that the scale factors given in table I be used to arrive at a suitable _"
dynamic model. Simply scaling dimensional characteristics without regard to
otb, parameters (as is the case for most radio-controlled hobbyist models) i
will produce erroneous and completely misleading results. It should also be
appreciated that because of the scaling laws, Mach and Reynolds numbers cannot
be scaled.
The wind-tunnel free-flight technique.- Each of the model test techniques
to be discussed in this paper has a particular area of application within a
broad study of stall/spln characteristics for a giver, airplane eonflguration.
The first technique to be discussed, known as the wind-tunnel free-flight tech-
nique, is used specifically to provide information on flight characteristics
for angles of attack up to and including the stall for Ig flight. The test
setup for this model test technique is illustrated by the sketch shown in fig-
ure 64. A remotely controlled dynamic mode] is flown without restraint in the
9.1- by 18.2-m (30- by 60-ft) open-throat test section of the Langley full-
scale tunnel. Two pilots are used during the free-flight tests. One pilot,
who controls the longitudinal motions of the model, is located at one side
of the test section; the second pilot, who controls the lateral-directional
motions of the model, is located in an enclosure at the rear of the test sec-
tion. The model is powered by compressed air, and the level of the thrust is
controlled by a power operator who is also located at the side of the test
section, s
The cable attached to the model serves two purposes. The first purpose
is to supply the model with compressed air, electric power for control actu-
ators, and control signals through a flexible trailing cable which is made up
of wires and light plastic tubes. The second purpose of the cable is concerned
with safety. A portion of the cable is a steel cable that passes through a
pulley above the test section. This part of the flight cable is used to catch
the model when a test is terminated or when an uncontrollable motion occurs.
The entire flight cable is kept slack during the flight tests by a safety-cable
operator, who accomplishes this job with a high-speed pneumatic winch.
The model incorporates limited instrumentation for measurements of motion
and control deflections. The instrumentation consists of control-position
indicators on each control surface and a three-axis rate-gyro package. The
output of the instrumentation is transferred by wires to the location of the
test crew, where the data are recorded in time-history form by oscillograph
recorders. Motion-picture records from several vantage positions are also made
during the flights,
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Although it is possible for a single human pilot to fly the model by
operating all controls simultaneously, such an arrangement is not suitable for
research purposes, because the pilot must concentrate so _ntently un the task
of keeping the model flying sstisfactorily that he is n_t able to ew_l_e its
flight characteristics in sufficient detail. This intense concentration is
required for several reasons, one of which (the high angular velocities of the
model) was indicated previously in the section on model scaling considerations.
Another factor contributing to the difficulty of control is the lack of "feel"
in flying a model by remote control. In this technique the human pilot does
not sense accelerations as the pilot of an airplane does, and therefore, he
must fly with sight cues as the primary source of information. This lack of
other cues results in lags in control inputs, which become very significant
when attempts are made to fly a model within a relatively restricted area
within the tunnel test section. These control problems are especially aggra-
vated during tests of airplane configurations at high angles of attack, where
lightly damped lateral oscillations (wing rock), directional divergence (nose
slice), and longitudinal instability (pitch-up) are likely t_ occur.
In the wind-tunnel frpe-flight technique, each pi_ot concentrates only on
the phase of model motion for which he is responsible. As a result, he is
able to fly the model with greater ease and relaxation and car&thorot,ghly
evaluate the characteristics of the model. In this manner, the control diffi-
culties inherent in the free-.flighttechnique are largely compensated for.
The wind-tunnel free-flight technique can produce valuable information
during studies of flight motions at high angles of attack and at stall. Vari-
ous phases of a typical investigation would include (I) flights at several
values of angles of attack up to and including the stall to evaiute dynamic
stability characteristics, (2) an evaluation of pilot lateral control tech-
i niques at high angles of attack, and (3) an evaluation of the effects of sta-
i bility augmentation systems
Studies of dynamic stability characteristics at high angles of attack and
at the stall are conducted by varying the tunnel airspeed, the model _hrust
: and the model _ngle of attack in steps, i_ order to trim the model at several
values of angle Of attack, and noting the resulting dynamic stability charac-
teristics at each trim condition. By simultaneously reducing the tunnel air-
speed and increasing the model angle of attack and thrust, the model can be
flown through maximum lift, or if the model exhibits a dynamic instability, it
can be flown to the point where loss of control occurs. As a result of this
type of study, instabilities which could seriouslF limit the maneuvering capa-
bility and endanger the safety of the full-scal_ airplane are easily and safely
I identified.
An evaluation of the effect of lateral control inputs at high angles of
attack is made by using the lateral-directional controls both individually and
in various combinations. This method gives an indication of the relative
effectiveness of the controls at high angles of attack as wel_ as an evaluation
of adverse yaw characheristics. These tests are important be¢_use it is possi-
ble for a configuration which is otherwise dynamically stable to experience an
out-of-cm_trol condition caused by lack of adequate control power or excessive
adverse yaw.
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I The model is equipped w£Lh a simplified stability augmentation system in
the form of artificial angular rate damping in roll, yaw, and pitch. Air-driven
rate gyroscopes a:_e used in conjunction with proportional-type control servos
to produce artiflci=_ variations in the aerodynamic damping of the model. The
effect of stability augmentat_o_n about each individual axis is evaluated as
part of the free-fligLt program. !it the current time, equipment is being devel-
oped to upgrade the capability of the test technique to simulate advanced flight
i control systems.
The wind-tunnel free-flight technique has several inherent advantages:
(I) because the tests are conducted indoors, the test schedule is not subject
to weather conditions; (2) the tests are conducted under controlled conditions,
and a large number of t_sts can be accomplished i,_a relatively short period
of time; (3) airframe modifications are quickly evaluated; and (4) models used
in the technique are relatively large (I/10 scale for most fighter configura-
tions) and can therefore be used in force tests to obtain static and dynamic
aerodynamic characteristics for analysis of the model motions. These aerody-
namic characteristics can also be used as inputs for other forms of analysis,
such as piloted-simulator studies.
The outdoor radio-controlled model technique.- A significant void of
infarmation exists between the results produce_ by the wlnd-tunnel free-flight
test technique for angles of attack up to and including the stall and the
results produced by the spin-tunnel test technique, which defines developed
spin and spin-recovery characteristics. The outdoor radio-controlled model
technique has, therefore, been designed to supply information on the post-stall
and spin-entry motions of airplanes. The technique used at Langley Research
Center has been used for a number of year's. The Langley radio-controlled model
technique consists of launching an unpowered, dynamically scaled, radio-
i controlled model into gliding flight from a helicopter, controlling the flight
_ of the model from the ground, and recovering the model with a parachute. Apho ograph showing a typical model mounted on the launching rig of the heli-
_ copter is shown in figure 65.
The models used in these tests are made relatively strong to withstand the
high landing impact loads of 100g to 150g. They are constructed primarily of l
i fiber glass plastic. The fuselages are 0.6L,-cm (0.25-[n.) thick hollow shells
and the wings and tails have solid balsa ceres with fiber glass sheet coverings.
The model weights vary up to about 890 N (200 ib) for simulation of relatively
heavy fighters at an altitude of 9144 m (30 000 ft). Radio receivers and
el_ctric-motor-powered control actuators are installed to provide individual
operation of all control surfaces and a recovery parachute. Proportional-type
i control systems are used in this technique.
The instrumentation for the ,_dio-controlled models usually consists of
i a three-axis linear-accelerometer package, a three-axis rate-gyro package,
control-position indicators, and a nose boom equipped with vanes to measure
angle of attack, angle of sideslip, and velocity. The signals from the instru-
mentation are transmitted to the ground via telemetry.
Two ground stations are use_ for controlling the flight of the model.
i The control duties are shared by _._ pilots, since this technique is also
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susceptible to the control difficulties previously discussed for the wind-
tunnel flight tests. Each ground station is provided with a radio control
unlt, communications equipment, s motor:ze_ tracking unit equipped with binocu-
lars (to assist the pilots in viewing th_ flight of the model), and motion-
picture cameras to photograph the motions of the model for subsequent analysis.
A photograph of the tracking and controlling equipment is shown in figure 66.
All phases of the test operation are directed by a test coordinator. In addi-
tion, magnetic tape recorde_._on the ground are used to record voice communi-
cations between the helicopter, coordinator, and model pilots.
The models are trimmed for approximately zero lift and launched from the --
helicopter at an airspeed of about 40 knots and an altitude of about If,.4m
(5000 ft). The models are allowed to dive vertically for about 5 seconds,
after which the horizontal tails are moved to stall the mode. After the stall,
various control manipulations may be used; for example, lateral-directional
controls may be moved in a direction to encourage any divergence to develop
into a spin. When the model has descended to an altituoe e? about 152 m
(500 ft), a recovery parachute is deployed to e?fect a safe landing.
The outdoor radio-controlled model technique provides information which
cannot be obtained from the other test techniques. The indoor free-flight
tests, for example, will identify the existence of a directional divergence at ..
the stall, but the test is terminated before the model enters the incipient
spin. In addition, only Ig stalls are conducted. The radlo-controlled tech-
nique can be used to evaluate the effect of control inputs during the incipient
spin, and accelerated stalls can be produced during the flights. At the other
end of the stall/spin spectrum, spin-tunnel tests may indicate the existence
of a flat or nonrecoverable spin mode, but it may be difficult for the airplane
to attain this spin mode from conventional flight - the difference being that
models in the spin tunnel are launched at about 90° angle of attack with a
forced spin rotation. The radio-controlled test technique determines the spin
susceptibility of a given airplane by using spin entry techniques similar to
those of the full-scale airplane.
During a typical radio-controlled model study, a complete evaluation
i_ made of the effects of various types of control inputs during post-stall
motions. For example, the ability of a configuration to enter a developed
spin following the application of only longitudinal control (with no lateral-
directional inputs) is compared with results obtained when full prospin con-
trols are applied. Recovery from the incipient spin is evaluated by applying
recovery controls at various stages of the post-stall motion; for example, con-
trols may be neutralized at varying numbers (or fractions) of turns after the
stall. The radio-cont_olled technique, therefore, determines (I) the spin
susceptibility o? a configuration, (2) control techniques that tend to produce
developed spins, and (3) the effcctiveness of various control techniques for
recovery from out-of-control conditions. This technique is also being updated
to permit simulation of advanced control systems.
There are several limitations of the radio-controlled technique that
should be kept in mind. The first, and most obvious, limitation is the fact
that the tests are conducted out-of-doors. The test schedule is, therefore,
subject to weather conditions, and excessive winds and rain can severely
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curtail a program. Another limitation to the technique is that it is rela-
tively expensive. Expensive flight instrumentation is requir,d to record the
motions of the model; and the large size of these models requires the use of
more powerful and reliable electronic equipment than that used by hobbyists.
Costs are compounded by the fact that the model and its electronic equipment
frequently suffer costly damage on landing impact. Because of this higher cost
and the slow rate at which radio-controlled drop-model tests can be accomp-
lished, this technique is used only in special cases when the simpler and
cheaper wind-tunnel and spin-tunnel techniques will not give adequate informa-
tion. For example, it is used when it is necessary to know whether an airplane
can be flown into a particular dangerous spin mode, or when one wants to inves-
tigate recovery during the incipient spin. Conversely, most of the exploratory
work, such as developing "fixes" for a departure at the stall or investigating --.
a variety of spin-recovery techniques, is done in the wind tunnels.
The spin-tunnel test technique.- The best known test technique used today
to st,,_v_hc spin and sDin-recovery characteristics of an airplane is the spin-
tunnel test technique. The present 6-m (20-ft) Langley spin tunnel has been
in operation since 1941, when it replaced a smaller 4.6-m (15-ft) spin tunnel.An external view of the spin tunnel is shown in figure 6?, a cross-sectional
view is shown in figure 68, and a view of the test section is shown in fig-
ure 69. In this tunnel, air is drawn upward by a fan located above the test
section. Maximum speed of the tunnel is about 30 m/s (97 ft/sec), result-
ing in a maximum value of Reynolds number of about 1.96 x 106 per meter
(0.6 x 106 per foot). Models are hand launched at about 90° angle of attack,
with prerotation, into the vertically rising airstream. The model then seeks
its own developed spin mode or modes. For recovery, the tunnel operator
deflects the aerodynamic controls on the model to i_redeterminedpositions by
remote control. Motion-picture records are used to record the spinning and
recovery motions.
The models tested in thc spin tunnel are normally made of fiber glass
and, for fighter airplanes, are usually made to a scale of about 1/30. In a
spin-tunnel investigation, the program consists of (I) determination of the
various spin modes and spin-recovery characteristics, (2) study of the effect
of center-of-gravity position and mass distribution, (3) determination of the
effect of external stores, and (4) determination of the size and type of para-
chute required for emergency spin recovery.
in a typical spin-tunnel test program, tests are made at the normal-loadlng
operating condition for the airplane. The spin and spin-recovery characteris-
tics are determined for all combinations of rudder, elevator, and aileron posi-
tions for both right and left spins. In effect, a matrix of both the spin and
I spin-recovery characteristics is obtained for all control settings for the
normal-loading operating condition. These data are used as a base llne, and
selected spin conditions are tested again with incremental changes to the cen-ter of gravity and/or mass conditions. Then, from the effects of these incre-
mental changes, an analysis is made to determine the spin and spin-recovery
characteristics that the corresponding airplane is expected to have. Also,
the effects of various control posit_ons and deflections are analyzed to deter-
mine which control techniques are most effective for recovery. After the spin-
I recovery characteristics for the normal loading conditions have been determined,31
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additional tests are made to determine the effects of other loading conditions,
of store configurations (including asymmetric stores), and of other items of
interest, such as speed brakes and leading- and trailing-edge flaps.
The parachute size required for emergency spin recovery is determined for
the most critical spin conditions observed in the spin-tunnel tests a_d is
checked at other conditicns throughout the test program. If the parachute size
is found to be too small for other conditions, the size is adjusted so that the
parachute finally recommended for use on the spin demonstration airplane will
be sufficient to handle the most critical spin possible on the airplane for
any loading.
Because of the combination of the relatively small scale of the model and
the low tunnel speeds, spin-tunnel tests are run at a value of Reynolds number
which is much lower than that for the full-scale airplane. Experience has
shown that the difference in Reynolds numbers can have significant effects on
spin characteristics displayed by models and the interpretation of these
results. In particular, past results have indicated that very significant
effects can be produced by air flowing across the forward fuselage at angles
of attack approaching 90° . These effects are influenced by the cross-sectional
shape of the fuselage forebody and may be extremely sensitive to Reynolds
number variations, as discussed in reference 48. Particular attention is,
therefore, required for documentation of this phenomenon price to spin-tunnel
tests. This documentation has been conducted in the past with the ai@ of
static-force tests over a wide Reynolds number range, as described in the
following disnusslon.
Shown in figure 70 is a plan view of an airplane in a right spin. The
arrows along the nose indicate the relative magnitude and sense of the lint.ar
sideward velocities along the fuselage due to the spinning rotation. The
sketch on the right-hand side of the figure illustrates the sideslip angle at
a representative nose location due to the spin rotation. As can be seen, the
airplane rate of descent and the sideward velocity at the nose of the airplane
combine vectorially to produce a positive sideslip angle 8 at the nose. It
has been found that sideslip on the nose of an airplane at spin attitudes can
produce large forces, and these forces in turn produce large moments, because
the length between the nose and the center of gravity of modern military air-
planes tends to be relatively large. If, in a right spin (as shown in fig. 70),
positive (nose-right) yawing moments are produced by the nose due to the effec-
tive sideslip angle, then the nose is producing prospln, or autorotative,
moments. If, on the other hand, negative (nose-left) values of yawing moment
are produced by the nose, then the nose is producing an antispin, or damping,
I moment.
The sense of the moment actually produced by a particular nose configura-
tion may be very sensitive to the value of Reynolds number. For example, shown
in figure 71 is the variation of static yawing-moment coefficient Cn w_th
Reynolds number for a fighter configuration at an angle of attack of 80° and
a sideslip angle of 10°. Since, from the information given in figure 70, a
positive value of B would be produced at the nose in a right spin, positive
values of Cn are prospin and negative values are antispin. Two regions of
Reynolds number are of interest: a low value, which :s typical of spln-tunnel
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tests, and a high value, indicative of the conditions for'the full-scale air-
plane. As can be seen: the values of Cn (which at this angle of attack are
produced almost entirely by the nose) tend to be prospin at the spin-tunnel
test condition and antispin for the full-scale airplane flight condition. Also
shown are data indicating the effect of nose strakes on Cn. The effect of the
strakes was to modify the airflow around the nose such that the aerodynamic
phenomena produced by the nose at low Reynolds number were similar to those
produced at higher Reynolds number.
It has been found during several spin-tunnel investigations that this
type of Reynolds number effect did exist for some configurations. The results
showed that the model exhibited a nonrecoverable, fast flat spin without cor-
rections for Reynolds number, because of the prospin moments produced by the
nose. When strakes were added, satisfactory recoveries from the developed spin ab.
were obtained and the model results could be extrapolated to full scale with
some confidence. Because of concern over the possible existence of such
Reynolds number effects, it is required that a series of static wind-tunnel
force tests be conducted for some configurations to insure that adequate simu-
lation of the airplane is provided by the spin-tunnel model. These tests are
usually performed in the Ames 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel.
As discussed in the next section of this paper, a rotary-balance test rig
recently put into operation in the Ames tunnel provides for the analysis of
aerodynamic characteristics during spinning motions at high values of Reynolds
number. It is anticipated that this apparatus will ultimately be used for the
preliminary Reynolds number investigations required for spin-tunnel tests.
Rotary-Balance Tests
One test technique which has been used to produce much significant infor-
mation regarding the complex aerodynamic characteristics of airplane configu-
rations during spinning motions is the rotary-balance test technique. In this
technique, measurements are made of the aerodynamic forces and moments acting
on a wind-tunnel model @uring continuous 360° spinning motions at a constant
angle of attack. Such tests were initially conducted many years ago and iden-
tified some of the major factors which infuenced spin characteristics for con..
figurations at that time, such as the autorotative tendencies of unsw£ t wings
and certain fuselage cross-sectional shapes. The use of the technique, however,
has rot kept pace with the rapid e%olution in fighter configurations. As a
result, little information of this type is available for current fighter con-
figurations which feature long, pointed fuselage noses and blended wlng-body
arrangements.
I Shown in figures 72 and 73 are photographs of rotary-balance test rigs
recently put into operation by NASA in the Langley full-scale tunnel and the
Ames 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel. Both rigs are capable of providing measure-
ments of six-component data over a range of angle of attack of 45° to 90° and
a range of nondimensional spin rate _b/2V of +0.3.
The apparatus at Langley is designed for tests of the relatively large-
scale drop models used for fllght tests described in an earlier section of this
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paper,. Thus, aerodynamic data can be measured for the drop mode] at the same
value of Reynolds number as that obtained in flight tests, and the data can
then be used together with conventional statlc-force data as inputs to theo-
retical spin-prediction programs for correlation with the results o_ f]ight
tests. In this manner, the valldlty of theoretical techniques can be evaluated
without the usual complications arising from differences in model configuration
and Reynolds number between wind-tunnel tests and flight tests. The apparatus
is currently being used for measurements of data for several current military
configurations. Tests are conducted to determine the characteristics of the
basic configuration, the effects of individual and combined control deflections,
the effects of tail surfaces and nose strakes, and the effects of spin radius
and sideslip. The foregoing tests are limited to relatively low values of
Reynolds number, up to 3.3 × 106 per meter (I × 106 per foot). "_
The rotary-balance apparatus presently operational at the Ames Research
Center is a modification of an apparatus originally built for testing axisym-
metric bodies in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. It has just
recently been put into operation for conducting basic studies of simple air-
planelike configurations and is the forerunner of a new rotary-balance appa-
ratus now under construction. The new apparatus will allow testing of complex
model configurations at angles of attack from 0° to 100° and angles of sideslip
up to ±30 ° in either the Ames 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel or the Ames 11-Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel. As a result of the pressurization capability of both
tunnels, data may be obtained for Reynolds number up to about 29.5 × 106 per
meter (9 × 10° per foot). The existing modified rig has been used initially
for tests to determine the effects of Reynolds number, angle of attack, and
spin rate on the aerodynamic characteristics of airframe components such as
pointed noses, various fuselage cross-sectional shapes, and drooped horizontal-
tail surfaces.
The two test rigs are used in a coordinated research program between the
two NASA centers. Tests at Langley are directed at an understanding of the
types of aerodynamic phenomena exhibited by airplane configurations during
spins, the mathematical representation of the data in equations of motion, and
theoretical evaluations of the effects of the phenomena on spinning motions
using the results of dynamic model tests for correlation with theory. Studies
at Ames are directed toward an evaluation of the effects of Reynolds number on
aerodynamic characteristics, the prediction of rotary data using methods of
reference 49, and verification of phenomena observed during tests _t Langley.
As discussed in references 50 and 51, the results of these tests have
identified several configuration features which can have large effects on the
aerodynamic characteristics of modern aircraft during spins. Figure 74 illus-
trates some of the prospin flow mechanisms which have been identified in thesees s. Th sketch at the left of the figure ndic t s the t_ndency of certain
noncircular fuselage cross-sectional shapes to produce autorotative moments for
certain values of Reynolds number. This particular phenomenon may be caused
by the cross-sectional shape of either the forward or aft fuselage, and con-
figurati-ns are particularly susceptible to this condition for angles of attack
correspvnding to the flat spin (_ = 90o). The second sketch of figure 74 illus-
trates a prospin flow mechanism found to exist for a current fighter configura-
tion with drooped horizontal tails (ref. 47) The phenomenon has also been
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found to be most pronounced near _ : 90°, but deflection of the horizontal
tail as an all-movable control surface has been found to affect spin damping
for angles of attack from e = 45° to about e : 80°. The third and fourth
sketches illustrate prospin flow mechanisms commonly exhibited by airplane con-
figurations with long, pointed noses for angles of attack between 30° and 70° .
As shown by the third sketch, the asymmetric vortices shed off the pointed nose
discussed earlier create prospin yawing moments, even for zero rotation rate.
Finally, the fourth sketch illustrates that long, pointed nose_ with certain
elliptical cross sections produce large prospin moments as a result of a large
contribution of the nose to static directional stability, as discussed earlier.
This particular phenomenon is a three-dlmensional flow mechanJJm in contrast
to the largely two-dlmensional mechanism illustrFted by the sketch at the left
of the figure. The magnitudes of the moments produced by pointed nones are ..
affected by Reynolds numbers; however, these moments have occurred at the high-
est values of Reynolds number tested for some configurations.
The results of the tests have also indicated that the aerodynamic moments
(particularly yawing and pitching moments) exhibited by current military con-
figurations during spins vary nonllnearly with spin rate. Recent studies
(ref. 52, e.g.) have shown that nonlinear moments have a large effect on cal-
culated spin motions and that good agreement is obtained with dynamic model
tests for smooth, steady spins when such data are used as inputs for the cal-
culations. On the other hand, use of conventional calculation techniques based
on conventional llnearized static and dynamic stability derivatives produce
completely erroneous results. It appears, therefore, that rotary-balance
tests are mandatory for the development of valid mathematical models for spin
analysis.
It will be appreciated that the foregoing discussion has been concerned
with smooth, steady spins. Experience has shown that many modern military air-
craft exhibit lar_e-amplltude oscillatory spins, and more sophisticated wind-
tunnel test techniques are required to measure the complex aerodynamics pro-
duced by the combined rotary and oscillatory motions.
Simulator Studies
The model test techniques previously d_scussed have several cri_ical short-
comings. For example, the inputs of the human pilot have been minimized or
entirely eliminated. In addition, the use o$ unpowered models and the space
constraints within the wind tunnels do not permit an evaluation of the spin
susceptibility of airplanes during typical air-combat maneuvers. Finally, tho
effects of sophisticated automatic control systems are not usually evaluated
i because of space limitations within the models at the current time. In orderto provide this pertinent information, a piloted simulation test technique has
been developed as a logical follow-on to the model tests.
A _ketch of the hardware used in this technique is shown in figure 75.
The tests are conducted with the Langley differential maneuvering simulator
(DMS), which is a fixed-base simulator with the capability of simultaneously
simulating two airplanes as they maneuver with respect to one another. A full,
wide-angle visual display is provided for each pilot. Two 12.2-m (40-ft)
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diameter projection spheres each enclose a eockplt, an alrplane-image projec-
tion system, and a sky-Earth-Sun projection system. A control console located
between the spheres is used for interfacing the hardware and the computer, and
it display_ critical parameters for monitoring the hardware operation. Each
pilot is prcvided a projected image of his opponent's airplane, showing the
relative motlcns and ranges of the two airplanes by use of a television system.
RomEo and attiC%de of the target image are controlled by a computer program.
A phof_._,aph of one of the cockpits and the target visual d_splay during
a typical engagement is shown in figure 76. A cockpit and an instrument dis-
play which are representative of current fighter aircraft equipment are used
together with a fixed gunsight for tracking. A sophisticated hydraulic control- ..-
feel system is used which can be programed to simulate a wide range of charac-
teristics. Although the cockpits are not provided with attitude motion, each
cockpit does incorporate a buffet system capable of providing programmable
buffet accelerations as high as Ig.
The _isual display in each sphere consists of a target image projected
onto a sky-Earth-Sun display. The sky-Earth-Sun scene is generated by two
point light sources projecting through two hemispherical transparencies, one
transparency of blue sky and clouds and the other of terrain features. No _ro-
vision is made to simulate spatial motions with respect to the sky-Earth scene
(such as altitude variation); however, a Flashing llght located in the cockpit
behind the pilot is used as a cue when an altitude of less than 1524 m (5000 ft)
is reached. The t_rget-image generation system uses an airplane model mounted
in a four-axis gimbal system and a television camera with a zoom lens to pro-
vide an image to the target projector within the sphere. The system can pro-
vide a simulated range between airplanes from 91.4 m (300 ft) to 13 716 m
(45 000 ft) with a I0-to-I brightness contrast between the target and the sky-
Earth background at minimum range.
Additional special effects features of the DMS hardware include simulation
of tunnel vision and blackout at high normal accelerations, use of ar inflat-
able anti-g garment for simulation of g-loads, and use of sound cues to simu-
late wind, engine, and weapons noise as well as artificial warning systems.
Additional details on the DMS facility are given in reference 53.
The application of the simulator to the stall/spin area is, of course,
dependent on the development of a valid mathematical model of the a_rp]ane
under consideration. In view of the present lack of understanding of aerody-
namic phenomena at spin attitudes, the simulation studie_ are currently limited
to angles of attack near the stall, and fully developed spins are not simulated.
Rather, the studies are directed toward an evaluation of the spin susceptibility
I or stall/departure characteristics of the airplane during typical air-combat
maneuvers and the effects of automatic control systems on these characteristics.
Recent studies made with the simulation technique have indicated that it
is an extremely valuable tool for stall/spin research. Correlation of results
with those obtained from full-scale flight tests for several current t'ighters
has indicated good agreement, particularly with regard to the overall spin
resistance of the configurations. In addltlon, valuaole insight as to the
effects of variot_s automatic spin-prevention concepts ha_ been obtained. It
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is hoped that cdrrent ne_earch will ultimately result in valid theoretical
methods fc.r ._tall/_pin analysi,_, which Jn turn will permlt an extension of the
'Jimulator technique to studie.'_of post-stall motions and the dfweloped splrl and
spin recovery. A readily apparent application of such a teehnlque would be the
development of a procedure'_ trainer for pilot tralnIng. This appl Icatlon _._
deemed especially important, inasmuch as current flight restrictions prohibit
intentLonal spinning of most fighter aircraft and thereby deprive the pilot of
training for an emergency which may well be difficult to overcome.
APPLICATIONS
Theoretical Prediction Techniques
Over the years, a number of efforts have been made to calculate the spin-
entry, developed-spin, and recovery motions of a variety of fighter airplanes.
Unfortunately, most of this work relied solely on limited conventional static
and oscillatory aerodyt_am_¢ da_a inputs which often did not adequately repre-
sent tbe highly complex flow phenomena a_sociated with flight in the stall/spin
regime. As a result of this lack of knowledge of aerodynamics, the correlation
of calculated motions _,_.thactual flight motions was poor and the credibility
of the theoretical prediction techniques was very low.
The _reviGus aiscussions have atte_pt_ to illustrate the extreme complex-
ity of current fighl;er airplane aerodynamics in the stall/spin regime and to I
indicate the degr,_e of detail that must be included in an aerodynamic data i
package used to _,odel :_tall/spin aerodynamics for use in motion prediction, i
Mathematical-model requirements.- T_,omajor elements are required to con- I
.struct the mathematical model needed to calculate the stall/spin motions - the i
equations of motion for the vehicle and _ representation of the vehicle aero- I
dynamics. Simulation of the large-amplitude, highly coupled motions associated
with stall/spln dynamics requires the use of fully nonlinear, six-degree-of-
freedom equations of motion. The mawr difficulty in the formulation of the i
mathematical model lies with the second requirement - modeling of the vehicle
aerodynamics. The model must satisfy two basic requirements: (a) it must be
sufficiently comprehensive to cover the wide range of aerodynamic parameter var-
iations (with a, B, . . .) associated with stall/spin motions, and (b) it must
accurately represent all the complex high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic phenomena
discussed in the previous sections. Unless both these requirements are met,
reliable prediction of airplane stall/spln characteristics is not possible.
Unfortunately, no single available test technique can provide all the data
necessary to satisfy the basic requirements. Static wind-tunnel test results
correctly represent only steady, nonrotating conditions; forced-oscillation
data do _ot account for steady turning flight or for the effects due to a
rotating flow field such as that encountered in a spin; and rotary data are
valid only for steady splnn_ug conditions. Thus, the problem becomes one of
properly combining the different types of data into a workable aerodynazic
model. The conventional technique of combining stati_ and forced-oscillation
d_ta has been found to provide a generally valid aerodynamic representation
through the stall/departure region. However, care must still be taken to
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insure that the data are taken at clone Interval._ over a _uffle_.ently wide
range of angle of attack, anglo of _ide_11p, and contro] deflections :_ueh that
the nonlinearities, rapid varlation_, and complex interactions denerlbed ear-
lier are properly accounted for. In the developed spln region, the p_'e_ently
used technique combines forced-o_cillatlon and rotal.y data, as developed in
reference 54. This method essentially involves separating the airp]ane _ngular
rates into steady and oscillatory components such that the steady component is
used to determine the proper contribution of rotary aerodynamics, and the
oscillatory component derived from the forced-oscillation data is used to
determine aerodynamic damping. Thus, the method insures that data of each
type are applied only to the kinds of motions for which they were meast_rcd.
It should be noted, however, that this formulation assumes that a rotating flow
field has no effect on the forced-oscillation derivatives. The validity of
this assumption has not been determined in a rigorous manner, and the use of
this technique in predicting oscillatory spin conditions remains to be
i validated.
i Correlatior, of results.- The degree of correlation obtained between calcu-lated and measured flight stall/spin characteristics has var ed with airplane
configuration as well as with the types of _lotion being compared. In general,
the best correlation has been obtained in the stall/departure region, where
the motions do not contain significantly high steady rotation rates. Recently,
. fair correlation has been obtained in the steady developed spin region for at
least two airplane configurations (ref. 47). Correlation continues to be very
poor, however, in the areas of spin entry, incipient spin, and developed oscil-
latory spin. Representative results o_ained in these different regions are
presented and discussed in the following sections.
Correlation in the stall/departure re_ion.- The correlation between
predicted and actual flight characteristics has generally been good in the
_, stall/departure region. Reference 55 summarizes the fairly good qualitativei correlation that has been obtained for a range of past _d present configura-
tions by using only the dynamic directional stability parameter CnB,dy n and
the aileron-effectiveness parameter, both of which rely solely on airplane
inertia and static stability and contrul characteristics.
An example of the degree of quantitative correlation that has been obtained
_ is shown in figure 77. The flight motions shown were measured wlth the radio-
_ controlled drop-model technique described earlier. The prediction technique
_ which generated the calculated motions incorporated aerodynamic input data
obtained from static and forced-oscillation tests, it is _vident that the model
I motions were predicted reasonab]y well up through the stall and departure. Only
when a significant rotation rate had built up at post-stall angles of attack
did the measured an_ calculated motions begin to diverge.
i Another example of correlation in the stall is presented in figure 78.
i_ The flight data, which were obtained during full-scale tests, show a large-
amplitude wing rock occurring in the angle-of-attack region of maximum lift.
!i It is seen that the character of the motion was reascnably well predicted from
a comprehensive set of static and oscillatory _ata measured in the wind tunnel.
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Because of the reat_onably good degree of' correlation obt;tin_d in the
_tall/departure region, the predlc:t_on techrHquet_ |lave Deign uned with som_ con-
flcl_n_o In piloted-s_mu]ator _tud:'e_ to Inw_tlgat_ _t;i]I/departure character-
i_tlcs of partlcu]ae eorfLguratlopt_ and to _tudy c_ncept_ for the prew_rltlon
of automatlc departure ,_nd spln. Some results of these inveutLgatlon_ are pre-
_ented later in this paper.
Ccrre).at____1on[nt_te de__yelo_Ee!l-sL_gJ_1_on.- Recent results ohtained fop two
fighter eonflguratlon_, to be rePerred to herein as alrpl.an_,sA and B, will he
discussed. For both configurations, a eomprehensiw) _et o(' static, forced-
oscillation, and rotary aerodynamic data were measured for,use J.ncalcu].atlng
motions which were then compared with motions obtained £n spin tunnel and
radlo-controlled model tests.
As previously mentioned, earlier attempts at spin pred£ct£n ger,era]ly
relied solely on conventional static a_d oscillatory data for representation
of spin aerodynamics. The inadequacy of this techniqu_ was documented for both
configurations, in that no steady spin of any kind co:_id be computed with only
the static and oscillation data as measured. It was found that a steady spit:
that compared reasonably well with that found experimentally could be obtained
by Judiciously adjusting selected damping derivatives. However, the adjusted
aerodynamics were shown to be nonunique in that essentielly the same spin
motion could be computed with many different sets of adjusted damping data.
Similar calculations were also made by using the technique of comb}ning
rota-y and forced-oscillation data diacussed earlier. The resulting aerodynamic
model gave calculated motions that agreed reasonably well with experimental
motions, as shown by the following results for airplane A:
Calculated Exper mental
' a, deg ..... 83.6 83.0
B, deg ..... 2.0 1.5
flb/2V ..... 0.187 0.211 !
For this configuration, which showed a very smooth, steady spin, attempts were
made to compue_ the same motions by using only the rotary data. A divergent
oscillatory motion was obtained, indicating that forced-oscillation data are
required even in very steady spins. However', the data should perhaps be mea-
sured simultaneously with rotary motions so that the flow field is representa-
tive of that actually present during a spin. This premise was further indicated
in airplane B, which exhibited a slightly more oscillatory steady spin. In
I th_s case, a reasonable matching with experimental results was obtained only
after the damping in pitch was increased above the measured values for'
a > 75°. Cmq
The degree of correlation achieved i_ Illustrated _n f_gure 79, which
shows an attempt to match the stall, departure, spin, and recovery motions
experienced during a radio-controlled model flight. Except for the degree of
oscillation, the data show a fairly good match of the deve]oped-_p}n mot,io_s.
The spin-_ntry and recovery motions, however, were not c_osely matched and were
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simulated only in trends. It sho,_]dbe noted that correlation in these regions
would have been even poorer if Lhe entry and recovery motions had shown a
higher degree of oscillation.
In concluding this discussion of theoretical prediction techniques, it
should be reemphaslzed that although reasonable confidence has been established
in computing stall/departure and steady-spin motions, more work is needed to
improve further the aerodynamic models used in the prediction techniques. In
the stall/departure region, additional insight into the importance of lateral-
acceleration derivatives is required; in addition, techniques for handling non-
repeatable static asymmetries should be further examined. Finally, Mach and
Reynolds number effects also require further study. In the developed-spin
region, the effects of a steady, rotating flow field on osuillatory aerodynamics
must be ascertained; also, rotary-balance data are required at larger angle-of- --
attack and sideslip ranges than presently measured. Additional re_ear_h in
these areas will not only improve predictive c_p_bility in the stall/departure/
steady-spin region_, but will also aid in the study of motions during spin
entry, osuillatory spin, and spin recovery, for which valid predictive tech-
niques are yet to be developed.
Piloted-Simulator Studies
The second major area of work in the stall/spin prediction effort is th_
use of piloted flight simulation to study the stall/departure characteristics
of current fighter co,_f_gurationsand to develop and evaluate concepts for pre-
vention of automatic departure and spin. This simulation effort recognizes the
aerodynamic-modeling problems already mentioned and attempts to work in the
stall/departure region, where, as previously discussed, the ava_!able aerody-
namic representations are considered to be reasonably reliable.
Sta11/departure simulation research at Langley has been conducted on a
fairly broad range of airplane configurations, some of which are illustrated
in figure 80. The advantage of studying a diversity of configurations lies in
the fact that there exist significant as well as subtle differences in the
high-angle-of-attack characteristics of specific configurations. These differ-
ences require that caution be observed in trying to apply directly results for
one particular airplane to a different one.
The simulation results presented in the following sections illustrate some
of the stability and control characteristics exhibited in the 3tall/post-stall
region by many current fighte= configurations. During the simulations, several
automatic-control concepts were studied and were found to be effective in pre-
I ventlng departures and spit_. These concepts are discussed in additior to an
evaluation procedure employed to obtain these results.
Description of siI_ulation.-The primary facility used for the stall/
departure simulation studies is the Langley differential maneuvering simulator
(DMS). Real-time digital simulation techniques and equipment are used in the
operation of the DMS. As discussed earlier, fully nonlinear, rlgid-body equa-
tions of motion are used to compute aircraft motions. The equations employ
4O
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nonlinear aerodynamic data as functions of _ and _. Typical data ranges
are -10 ° _ _ _ 90° and -40 ° _ 8 _ 40° .
Evaluation procedures.- Previous experience with the simulation of fighter
stall/spin characteristics (ref. 56) has shown that visual tracking tasks which
require the pilot to divert his attention from the instrument panel are neces-
sary to provide realism in studying the possibility of unintentional loss of
control and spin entry. Furthermore, earlier studies have shown that mild,
well-defined maneuvers can produce misleading results, inasmuch as a configura-
tion that behaves fairly well in such mild maneuvers may be violently uncon-
trollable in the complex and pressing nature of high-g, air-combat maneuvering
{ACM). Finally, for purposes of evaluation in comparing the performance of _.
several configurations, the tssks employed must be repeatable.
The test procedures used in the DMS studies account for the foregoing
factors and can generally be divided into two phases. The first involves non-
tracking tasks in which the evaluation airplane is flown through individual
high-angle-of-attack maneuvers, including Ig stalls, windup turns, high-g roll
reversals, hammerhead stalls, and coupling maneuvers. These tests allow a
comprehensive examination of the overall stability and control characteristics
of the airplane at high angles of attack, including conditions involving com-
plex aerodynamic and inertia coupling. In addition, they indicate the types
of maneuvers which are the most critical in terms of the departure suscepti-
bility of the airplane.
The second test phase involves tracking of a target airplane through a
series of maneu,ers representative of ACM. In order to obtain reasonable maneu-
vers which will force the tracking airplane into maneuvering in the critical
high-angle-of-attack regime, the target airplane is programed to have the same
thrust and performance characteristics as the evaluation airplane; however, the
target airplane is given idealized high-angle-of-attack stability and control
characteristics. The target airplane is flown by the evaluation pilot through
a series of ACM tasks of varying levels of difficulty while the target's motions
are recorded for playback later to drive the target as the task for the evalua-
tion airplane. Results obtained in the first test phase are factored into the
generation of these target maneuvers so that the most critical flight condi-
tions will be encountered by the evaluation airplane during tracking. These
tracking tasks generally fall into three categories: (a) steady windup turns
for steady tracking evaluation; (b) bank-to-bank (or horizontal S) tasks with
gradually increasing angle of attack up to maximum a to evaluate rapid rolls
and target acquisition; and (c) complex, vigorous ACM tasks to evaluate the
susceptibility of the simulated airplane to high-angle-of-attack handling-
I qualities problems during aggressive maneuvering. These tracking tasks, then,pro_ide the complex, repeatable, pilot-attention-out-of-the-cockplt tasks ,reich
are required for realistic investigation of unintentional loss of control and
spin entry.
The results of studies using these evaluation procedur-s are in the form
of time-history records of airplane motions and pilot comm_,ts regarding the
departure/spin susceptibility of particular configurations and the effects of
automatic prevention systems on these characteristics. Some of the more sig-
nificant results are reviewed in the following section.
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Simulation results.- The degraded stability and control characteristics
exhibited by many current fighter configurations at high angles of attack are
the result of highly complex flow phenomena in the region of stall. Basically,
however, these degraded characteristics can generally be attributed to three
factors: (a) loss in static and dynamic lateral-directional stability.
(b) reduced control effectiveness, and (c) adverse yaw due to roll control.
Although not all configurations exhibit all three of these characteristics,
poor high-angle-of-attack stability and control encountered by any configura-
tion is most often due to one or more of these three factors. An example of
how these factors manifest themselves during an actual simulated flight is
shown in figure 81, Above 25° angle of attack, this particular configuration
exhibited degraded lateral-directional static stability ICz and C_) in
combination with a high degree of adverse yaw due to rol_ c_ntrol. _. the =,
flight, the pilot was attempting to make a windup turn with steadily increasing
angle of attack. As _ increased above 25°, adverse sideslip began tc increase
slowly as a result of degraded static directional stability and dihedral effect.
The adverse sideslip caused the airplane to start rolling out of the turn; in
attempting to keep the airplane turning, the pilot applied additional right roll
control, which, because of the high adverse yaw, only aggravated the sideslip
buildup. Shortly thereafter, the airplane u ,arted to the left and entered an
incipient spin. It is obvious that an airplal,=with these high-angle-of-attack
characteristics would be very difficult to handle during combat maneuvering.
Simulation results have clearly indicated that markedly improved tactical
effectiveness can be obtained when an airplane is given improved high-angle-of-
attack handling qualities such that it can be maneuvered to its limit without
danger of departure. The simulation results have also shown that the use of
automatic-control concepts to provide these improvements can be highly
effcctive.
Initlally, concepts for automatic spin prevention were s_udied (ref. 57);
however, it soon became apparent that although these systems are desirable from
a safety viewpoint, much greater,improvements in tactical effectiveness can be
obtained with systems that px_ev_utdepartures rather than allowing them to
occur. These automatic aeparture-prevention systems are thus designed to
alleviate the primary hlgh-angle-of-attack stability and control problems dis-
cussed earlier - degraded lateral-directional stability, reduced control effec-
tiveness, and adverse yaw due to roll control. The remainder of this _ection
discusses one of the primary classes of departure-prevention concepts that have
been studied d_ring the Langley simulation efforts and its effects on departure
resistance and o_erall tactical effectiveness of fighter aircraft.
Rqll-yaw interconnect systems.- Recently a number of fighter configura-
tions have been developed which are dynamically stable at high angles of attack
I with no natural tendency to diverge in yaw. However, the designs are subjectto control-induced departures from controlled flight as a result of large
values of adverse yaw at high angles of attack. These vehicles are well suited
for the application of automatic departure-prevention concepts which operate
within the normal maneuver envelope of the airplane in order to prevent natural
or control-induced departures from controlled flight. The use of such systems
does not inhibit maneuvering of the airplane at high angles of attack, and
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actually increases the usable maneuverability as well as the pilot's confidence
during strenuous maneuvers.
Shown in figure 82 are typical lateral-directional control characteristics
for fighter configurations with adverse yaw. The data of figure 82 show the
va2iation with angle of attack of yawing moments produced by ailerons and rud-
der for right-roll and right-yaw control inputs. The yawing moments produced
by ailerons at low angles of attack are favorable (nose right) for right-roll
control; however, the moments become adverse (z:ose left) at high angles of
attack. Right-rudder input produces a normal nose-right moment, but at high
angles of attack the rudder loses effectiveness because of impingement of the
low-energy wake from the partially stalled wing. As can be seen, the magni-
tudes of the adverse moments due to ailerons are much larger than the corrective
moments available from the rudder. When the resulting adverse moments are
coupled with low directional stability at high angles of attack, a reversal of
roll response occurs; that is, the airplane rolls in a direction _pposite to
that desired by the pilot.
Shown in figure 83 are calculated time histories which illustrate the roll-
reversal phenomenon. The roll response of a typical configuration is shown at
an angle of attack of 25° for control inputs of rudder alone and ailerons alone
for right-roll control. The response to the rudder input is seen to be quite
normal. The airplane yaws to the right, creating nose-right sideslip. The
dihedral effect then rolls the airplane to the right, as desired. In contrast
to this result_ aileron input creates adverse yaw, which causes the airplane
to yaw to the left and create sideslip in the opposite direction; the resulting
dihedral effect opposes the rolling moment produced by the aileron. After a
brief time, the airplane rolls to the left in response to the right-roll
control.
As would be expected, the reversed roll response to nor:_l lateral-control-
-I stick inputs presents the pilot with a coordination problem in order to avoid
unintentional loss of control and spins. Most fighter pilots adapt to the
situation by making the transition from lateral-stick inputs for roll control
at low _ to rudder-pedal inputs for roll control at high u. The problem
becomes one of how to phase these controls in an optimum manner to obtain maxi-
mum performance, particularly during the pressure of combat.
From studies in the Langley differential maneuvering simulator, it has
been found that configurations which exhibit such characteristics are suscep-
tible to inadvertent departures during vigorous combat maneuvers. Many pro-
i / posed solutions to the problem were evaluated, and the most effective system
involved the lateral-stick-to-rudder interconnect concept shown in figure 84.
Basically, the control system is modified such that deflection of the con-
i trol stick laterally produces aileron inputs at low angles of at_'_ck and rudder
inputs at high angles of attack. As shown in the sketch, the ailerons for the
example discussed were phased out by _ : 25° . At that point, lateral stick
inputs produced only rudder inputs. In addition, the y_wing moments produced
by the ailerons above _ = 25° were used to advantage in an additional stabil-
ity augmentation channel which augmented directional stability. This control
scheme essentially eliminated _nadvertent spins in the simulator.
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The net effect of the automatic interconnect scheme on roll performance
is illustrated in figure 85. With the basic control system, the roll rate pro-
ducea by lateral deflection of the control stick _eversed near a = 20° , and
the pilot could not maneuw_r at higher angles of attack with only stick inputs.
When the control system wa_ modified with the interconnect, the pilot could
maneuver the airplane b_yond maximum lift, without fear of unintentional depar-
tures, b> using only stick inputs.
Correlation with fligh_ results.- As indicated earlier, all the Langley
stall/sDin simulations performed to dat? have involved actual current fighter
alrp]ane configurations. This situation permits correlation of the simulation
results with those obtaEned in actual flight. In addition, qualitative valida-
tion of the simulations is obtained early in the programs b_ the participation
of appropriate individualsto fly the simulator. These individuals include .b
aircraft company as well as military best pilots directly involved with flight
testing of the particular study configuration. Results to date have shown good
qualitative correlation between simulator and flight results. The simulations
have been found to be effective in predicting the general high-angle-of-attack
stability and control characteristics of particular configurations; in addition,
potential problems as well as Oenefits of various control schemes identified
during the simulations have agreed well with those obtained in flight tests.
Thus, an additional benefit of the simulation technique is that it can be used
to study the effect of general control schemes, such as normal-acceleration and
roll-rate command, on high-angle-of-attack flight characteristics.
SUMMARY OF STATE OF ART
As indicated by the preceding discussions, considerable progress has been
made in recent years in research on flight dynamics at high angles of attack.
Aerodynamic data have been gathered and analyzed; unique test techniques
involving wind-tunnel tests and dynamic models have been developed and corre-
lated with full-scale tests; advanced methods of analysis such as piloted simu-
lation have been succ_s_ully employed; and powerful automatic-control-system
concepts for.automatic spin prevention have been conceived and demonstrated.
Research in this area, however, is an c,ngoing process that changes with the
introduction of new configurations and analytical capabilities. A number of
extremely important tasks are yet to be accomplished: development of theoreti-
cal aerodynamic prediction techniques, validation of motion-calculation proce-
dures, and evaluation and analysis of advanced configurations.
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665November 22, 1977
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TABLE £.- SCALE FACTORS
[Nodel values are obtained by multiplying airplane valuesy the scale factors]
Scale factor
Linear dimension ................... N
Relative density, m/P£ 3 ................ I
Froude number, V2/ig .................. I
Weight or mass .................... N3o-I
Moment of inertia .................... NSo -I
Linear velocity ..................... N I/2
Linear acceleration .................. I
Angular velocity .................... N- I/2
Time ......................... NI/2
1 5 vReynolds number V£/_ N •
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Figure I.- Relative ranges of angle of attack or va,-ious
flight regimes for a typical fighter.
\
Figure 2.- Illustratlon of stalle_ and vortex flows
at high e.
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Figure 3.- Stalled-wing wake for fighter model.
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r_ Figure 4.- Evolution in fighter deaign ::;_nce World War i[.
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Figure 5.- Effect of wing aspect ratio and sweep
on pitch-up tendencies (from ref. 2).
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Figure 7.- Longitudinal stability characteristics of ,,
su_,_rsoniccruise configuration.
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Figure 8.- Tuft flow visualization for the basic and
modified models, u = 6°.
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Figure 9.- Illustration of flow conditions producing deep stall.
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I _0__ _,0_ ,; _0 _ ;
s, deg
Figure 10.- Longitudinal aerodynamic pitching moments for a
configuration _,ith deep stall.
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Figure 11.- Time hi._toriesof simulated deep stall.
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Figure 12.- Light general aviation airplane mounted for I
tests in the Langley full-scale tunnel. }
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Figure 13.- Asymmetrical rolling- and yawing-moment
coefficients at stall.
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i Figure 14.- Stall patterns related to asymmetric moments.
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Figure 15.- Typical variations of CL and CD with a
for unswep'$wing.
x
I Figure 16.- Unswept wing with rolling motion.
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Figure 17.- Nonlinear variation of autorotative
rolling moment with roll rate.
F_gure 18.- Sketch of fighter configuration.
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Figure 20.- Variation of static lateral-directional coefficients.
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Figure 21.- Static lateral-directlonal stability derivatives i
( based on B = +5°.
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i Figure 22.- Effect of wing and fuselage on Cng.
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Figure 23.- Effect of vertical and horizontal tails on Cn8.
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Figure 24.- Results of dynamic-pressure survey at
vertlcal-tail location.
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Figure 25.- Results of sidewash measurements at.
' vertical-tail location.
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Figure 26.- Tuft flow patterns for low a.
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Figure 27.- Tuft flew patterns for high a.
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Figure 28.-. Variation of static and dynamic directional
stability parameters with a.
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Figure 29.- Effects of 40° wing leading-edge droop
on Cn8 and CZF$.
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Figure 30.- Effect of leadlng-edge droop on CnB and Cn_,dy n'
Figure 31.- Airplane with leadlng-edge slats.
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Figure 32.- Wind.-_.unnel free-flight model.
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Figure 33.- Wing coafigur;_t_onstented.
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Figure 34.- Static directional stability characteristics
of the basic configuration.
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Figure 35.- Contribution of vertical tail to Cn8.
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Figure 36.- Results of fuselage-forebody tests.
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Figure 37.- Static cirectional stability characteristics of
the model with various wings.
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(a) Static, B _ 0°. (b) Yawing, B : 0°.
Figure 39.- Cause of unstable damping in yaw.
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Figure 41,- Variation of damping-ln-roll parameter.
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Figure 42.- Effect of damping in roll on damping
of lateral oscillation.
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Figure 44.- Aerodynamic and inertial pitching moments in a spin.
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Figure 45.- Variation of aerodynamic and inertial pitching
moments with _.
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Figure 46.- Sketch of flow separation from pointed nose
at low and high angles of attack. B = 0°.
#
Figure 47.- Sketch of variable-sweep fighter configuration.
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Figure 48.- Variation of Cn with _ for four models.
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Figure 49.- Sketch of Langent-oglve model.
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Figure 50.- Asymmetries me,,zuredfor tangent-ogive model.
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Figure 51.- Tuft flow-visualization results at several
downstream locations. B = 0°; (:x= 55° .
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Figure 52.- Smoke flow results for tangent-ogive moael
and fighter model.
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Figure 53.- Inclination of resultant force vector in
the ¥Z-plane.
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W Figure 54.- Effect of nose strakes on asymmetries.
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l Figure f5.- Fighter design w_.thnose strakes.I
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Figure 56.- Typlcal stall/spin motions.
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Figure 57.- Typical aerodynamic nonlinearities w.l.th8.
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Figure 58.- Control characteristics.
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Figure 59.- Nonlinear yawing moments caused by long,
pointed nose of fighter medel. _ = 55° .
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Figure 60.- Variation of CnR and for
varlable-sweep flghteF model.C¥8
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Figure 61.- Damping In pitch of variable-sweep
fighter model.
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" fighter modeli "
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_ Figure 63 - Results obtained in ._otary-splntests.
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Figure 64.- Test setup for wind-tunnel free-flight
model tests.
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Figure 65.-.Drop model mounted on helicopter,
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Figure 66.- Tracking and controlling equipment.
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Figure 67.- External view of Langley spin tunnel.
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Figure 68.- Cross-sectional view of tunnel.
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Figure 70.- Plan view of airplane in right spin.
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Figure 71.- Variation of Cn with Reynolds number.
: 800; B : 100 .
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Figure 72.- Rotary-balance test ri_; in Langley
full-scale tunnel. ;
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b Figure 73 Rotary-balance test rig Ln Ame_ 12-FootI a--
I Pressure Wind Tunnel.
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Figure 74.- Some prospin flow mechanisms.
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Figure 75.- Sketch of the Langley differential
maneuvering simulator
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Figure 76.- Visual display during simulated engagement.
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Figure 77.- Correlation of theoretical and experimental
flight motions.
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Figure 78.- Correlat, ton of wing-rook motions expertenoed
in flight and in simulation fop airplane A.
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Figure 79.- _orr_:Lationof' sptn-ent, ry motions
for airplane B,
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Fi_ure 82.- Yawing moments produoed by lateral-dlreetlonal controls.
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Figure 83.- Illustration of roll-reversal phenomenon.
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Figure 84.- Lateral-stlck-to-rudder interconnect concept.
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Figure 85.- Effect of intereonnect on roli performance.
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